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c PREFACE 
The New England Telephone and Telegraph Company, 
2 
?- subsidiary of the American Telephone Company, is the organ-
ization which will be discussed in this thesis. This com-
pany has its personnel offices located at 245 State Street, 
Boston, Massachusetts. 
It is the intention of the writer to place special 
emphasis upon the methods, techniques, and procedures that 
are in operation in the recruiting, interviewing, and place-
ment of female employees in this company. 
It is sincerely hoped that the study will prove 
beneficial to the New England Telephone and Telegraph 
Company in addition to aiding the writer fulfill an academ-
ic requirement in c~mpleting his educational career. 
A note of thanks to Mr. Norman A. Smith, Boston 
University, College of Business Administration, for his 
advice, constructive criticism, and sympathetic understand-
ing. My profound thanks and appreciation to Mr. Wynton R. 
Dangelmayer, Metropolitan Employment Manager of the New 
England Telephone and Telegraph Company for his cooperation 
and suggestion in matters of company policies and employ-
ment practices. Also acknowledged is the splendid coopera-
tion extended the writer by Miss Mary c. Callahan, Employ-
' 
ment Supervisor for Women of the New England Telephone and 
Telegraph Company. 
Boston, Massachusetts 
March, 1951 
Edward F. Mackay 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Historical Background of New England Telephone 
and Telegraph Company and Its Objectives 
In the year 1875, when the telegraph and Atlantic 
Cable were considered the most wonderful things in the world, 
a tall young professor of elocution, Al exander Graham Bell, 
was experimenting with a communlcations idea in a noisy 
machine shop which was located at that time near 109 Court 
Street, Boston, Massachusetts. In those days much of 
Bell's time was devoted to the teaching of elocution at 
Boston University, but his leisure hours were spent in the 
making of a nondescript machine, a sort of crude harmonica 
with a clock spring reed, a magnet, and a wire. In fact, he 
had been toiling unsuccessfully with this object for over a 
period of three years. However, on the afternoon of June 2, 
1875, he suddenly heard an almost inaudible sound, a ring 
from the machine itself. It was no more than the ring of a 
clock-spring, but it was the first time that a complete 
sound had been carried along a wire, reproduced perfectly at 
the other end. This was the birth of the telephone. 
An interesting side light pertaining to the devel-
opment of the telephone is the patent that was prepared to 
protect it. For eleven years it was attacked from all sides, 
and never dented. It covered an entire art, yet it was sus-
tained during its whole lifetime. 
6 
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The core of the patent is best expressed in the 
last sentence of the patent. "The methods of, and apparatus 
for, transmitting vocal or other sounds telegraphically, by 
causing electrical undulations, similar in form to the vibra-
tions of the air accompanying the said vocal or other 
sounds."* These words expressed an idea that had never been 
written before. All that scientists had achieved, from 
Galileo and Newton to Franklin and Simon Newcomb, helped Bell 
in a general way, by creating a scientific atmosphere and a 
habit of thought. But the actual development of the tele-
phone must be credited entirely to Bell. He was its inventor. 
It was not, however, until 1877 that the telephone 
became a salable service to the people. In those days there 
were no switchboards. Telephones were simply leased, and 
people had to build their own lines of communication. There 
was no inter-communication between central offices. The 
first central office in the world operating on a commercial 
basis was located in New Haven, Connecticut in 1878. 
Had the telephone been born in a less energetic 
country, it might have remained feeble and undeveloped. Here 
in a single year it became famous. Change followed change to 
such a degree that the telephone employee of 1880 would be 
lost today in the mazes of a telephone exchange. The tele-
phone world today has its own standards and ideals. And no 
*9, pp. 105-106 
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matter how wise a telephone expert may be, he can never 
reach perfection, because of the amazing variety of things 
that touch or concern his profession. 
"No man knows all the details now" said Theodore 
Vail.* 
To sum up this development of the art of telephone-
to present a bird's eye view, it may be divided into four 
periods. 
1. Experimental - 1876 to 1886. This was the 
period of invention in which there were no 
experts and no authorities. Telephonic appa-
ratus consisted of makeshifts and adaptations. 
It was the period of grounded circuits, boy 
operators, peg switchboards, local batteries, 
and overhead lines. 
2. Development - 1886 to 1896. In this period 
amateurs became engineers. The proper type 
of apparatus was discovered and improved to 
a high degree of efficiency. In this period 
came the multiple switchboard, copper wire, 
girl operators, underground cables, metallic 
circuit, common battery, and the long-distance 
lines. 
3. Expansion - 1896 to 1906. This was the era of 
big business. This was the period of the mes-
sage rate, the pay . station, and the private 
branch exchange. 
4. Organization - 1906. With the success of the 
Pupin Coil, there came a larger life for the 
telephone. It became less local and more na-
tional. It began to link together its scat-
tered parts. It put itself more closely in 
touch with the will of the public. It is now 
forging ahead, along the two roads of standard-
ization and efficiency, towards its ideal of 
one universal telephone system for the whole 
nation. ~!-·;<-
*9, p. 167 
**9,pp. 167-169 
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The birth of the New England Telephone and Tele-
graph Company was at 40 Pearl Street, Bost on, Massachusetts, 
and it was incorporated October 19, 1883, under the laws o~ 
the State o~ New York. The company had to lease those 
quarters ~rom the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. 
Theodore N. Vail was its first president, and the conserva-
tive policies which were established by him during the early 
years of the company have been carried ~orward to the pres-
ent time. It was he who built up the structure of the Bell 
de~ence. He was a master of details. He must have posses-
sed a keen mind, for some of his brie~s will continue to be 
studied as long as the art o~ telephony exists. That his 
guidance was original and sound has been evidenced through-
out the years, for it was not until 1932 - 1933 that the New 
England Telephone and Telegraph Company suffered a setback 
and the number of telephones in use decreased to some extent. 
However, by 1939 this loss had been recovered, and today the 
demand for additional phone service is ever increasing. The 
present strength and growth of the company is further evi-
dence of this fact. 
The New England Telephone and Telegraph Company 
resulted from the merger of the following companies. 
1. The Telephone Despatch Company. 
2. The Suburban Telephone Company. 
3. The Bay State Telephone Company. 
4. The National Bell Telephone Company. 
5. The Granite State Telephone Company. 
6. The Boston and Northern Telephone Company. 
The Telephone Despatch Company serviced Boston 
proper and was operated by the American Bell Telephone 
Company, the predecessor of the present New England Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company. The Suburban Telephone 
10 
Company serviced the suburbs of Boston, the Bay State Tele-
phone Company serviced other parts of Massachusetts, the 
National Bell Telephone Company serviced the state of Maine, 
the Granite State Telephone Comp~y servi ced New Hampshire, 
and the Boston and Northern Telephone Company operated in 
various parts of New England and also in Vermont. At the 
time of the merger the company took over approximately 
16,000 telephones, and by October 1950, t he number of tele-
phones in use reached 2,237,589. The New England Telephone 
and Telegraph Company now services five New England states, 
all except Connecticut. This state is ser viced by the South-
ern New England Telephone Company, which is a separate organi-
zation. In these five states there are also about a hundred 
small telephone companies operating as many as twenty to 
fifty stations. 
The telephone business did not really begin to grow 
until 1896. In 1879 Vail said, in a letter written to one of 
his captains: 11 Tell our agents that we have a proposition on 
foot to connect the different cities for the purpose of per-
sonal communication, and in other ways to organize a grand 
ll 
telephonic system. 1t..;:-
He realized the need of a na t ional system of com-
munication that woul d be quick and more d irect than eith er 
the postoffice or the telegraph. A few mon ths later he en-
couraged Charles J. Glidden, of world~ to ur fame, to build a 
tele phone line be~Je en Boston and Lowell . This was the first 
inter-city line. 
As a result of his effort, the Bell Company bought 
his new line, and then launched out upon what at the time 
seemed to be a foolhardy enterprise of stringing wire from 
Boston to New York. This accomplishment r aised the whole 
telephone business to a higher level. Wh i le this building 
pro gram was making progress, Vail was push ing his ngrand 
telephonic system11 -lt-~· policy by organizing the American Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company. This central company was organi-
zed to link tog~ther a ll local companies. 
Today, this central company owns a l l the telephones 
and long distance lines, protects all its patents, and is the 
h eadquarters of invention, information, capital, and legal 
protec t ion for the entire federation of the Bell Companies. 
Events have demonstrated time and again the great 
value of having a telephone system that is today so fully pre-
pared to meet the nation's needs in time of emerg ency as well 
as in normal times. These demands, however, have been well met • 
.;~g' p. 170 
.;Ht-9, p. 173 
The men and women in this company have done an outstanding 
job, and although the burden on facilit i es has been heavy, 
the overall quality of the service has been excellent. 
12 
All this has been accomplished by the cooperation, 
interest, and loyalty of all the employees of the New Eng-
land Telephone and Telegraph Company. Its employees are ap-
parently happy in their work relationship since they are so 
well informed regarding the enterprise in which they are all 
engaged. 
The history of this company is that of an indus-
trious, spirited people who are working together for its 
continued success, serving with distinction the industry of 
which they are a part, and the people of the nation as a 
whole. The keywords of the telephone developments of today 
are these - organization and teamwork. 
B. Perspective and Projected Course of Study 
The objectives of this study will be the observa-
tion and study of the Personnel Department of the New Eng-
land Telephone and Telegraph Company, as it is engaged in 
the art of recruitment, interviewing and placement of em-
ployees. The development of this program is intended to aid 
in making available to the company better qualified person-
nel in the future and to meet the replacement and expansion 
requirements that are inevitable. It is h oped that this 
thesis will enable prospective female applicants to obtain 
an understanding of the personnel procedures used by this 
company as well as an understanding of the qualifications 
sought and in the training extended to the employee. 
The telephone industry is essen tially a woman's 
industry. Of approximately 32,900 employees in the New Eng-
land Telephone and Telegraph Company, 23,000 or 70 percent 
are women. The two classifications, female operators and 
clerical workers cover the two largest groups of employees 
13 
in the telephone company. Therefore, this study will be con-
fined to these two groups. In the following chapters, it is 
the intent of the writer to present the methods used by the 
Personnel Department of the New England Telephone and Tele-
graph Company in recruiting, interviewing, and placing em-
ployees in these two classifications and to attempt to evalu-
ate the results of proper selection and placement. 
c. Sources of Information Utilized in Study 
The thesis imformation is a composite result of 
information secured from personal consul tations with repre-
sentatives of the Personnel and Public Relations Department 
of the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company. Also in-
cluded is information obtained from their personnel files and 
an analysis of text books and periodicals. The author's prac-
tical experience in the field of personnel has also been con-
tributed in the writing of this thesis. 
14 
II THE INTERVIEW AND RELATED EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES 
A. Employment Techniques 
The importance of good selection and placement of 
personnel springs -from the individual differences of people. 
If each person could succeed on every job as well as every 
other person, the techniques of employment would be simple 
and very little consideration would be required in fitting 
the worker to the job. However, because of the wide range 
of performance of workers doing like operations, it is impor-
tant that only the most capable employees be selected. 
Generally, individual differences in aptitude or 
ability ·do not require that a person be rejected for employ-
ment, but rather that the person be placed where she can 
utilize her strongest traits and skills. These differences 
can be determined only through employment techniques which 
provide comprehensive and accurate measures of aptitudes and 
proficiencies. 
Individual differences in such personal characteris-
tics as interest, motivation, temperament, etc., which are 
just as important in determining success on the job as are dif-
ferences in ability, are even more difficult to appva ise accur-
ately and are more subject to modification than differences in 
ability. They further stress that effective selection and 
placement requires an employment interviewer who is skilled in 
the application of employment techniques. 
Of fundamental importance to the company are: 
1. Individual differences in the amount and quality 
of work are related directly to training and opera-
ting costs. 
2. Better morale is prevalent among employees who 
are happy and well trained in their jobs. This 
factor is especially important to a service 
organization like the New England Telephone and 
Telegraph Company. 
Of fundamental importance to the applicant are: 
1. The choosing of a wrong vocation may result in 
several wasted years during which useful exper-
ience could have been acquired in the field of 
her proper choice. 
2. Improper placement may result in a maladjusted 
employee. 
3. Dismissal of an employee because of her inabil-
ity to perform the work for which she is ill-
suited may undermine confidence in her ability. 
4. Because the applicant's knowledge of the position 
is limited in this industry, she is usually depend-
ent upon the employer and the interviewer for help 
in making her choice. 
Consequently, the nature and importance of employ-
ment is such that generally its objectives can be achieved 
more effectively when its functions are centralized in one 
15 
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office for all departments. The hiring requisitions all flows -
through this one center and all employment records are review-
ed and kept current. 
"Only when all requisitions for hiring do proceed 
through a central office is there a maximum possibility for 
efficiency."* This practice is so well established in the 
telephone industry, that its advantages are usually taken 
for granted. 
The interviewer's hiring activity actually begins 
with the receipt of a hiring requisition (See Figure I). 
This requisition is employed in the hiring of new personnel. 
In the greater Boston area there are two divisions, namely, 
the north and the south employment division. Each division 
submits its hiring requisitions to the central office of the 
telephone company located at 245 State Street, Boston, Massa-
chusetts. The flow of hiring requisitions to the central 
office take place as the need for personnel exists. Upon _ 
reviewing the original hiring requisition, it is important to 
note that each requisition must be approved by its respective 
divisi0n head to ensure control and the need for personnel. 
Chronologically, the acceptance of an employment ap-
plication proceeds before a hiring requisition is actually 
received at the central office. After filing an employment 
application with the company, the applicant is contacted by 
the Personnel Department when an offer of employment is to 
*2, p. 124 
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be made. T.he prospective employee is then reinterviewed by 
the personnel interviewer who will discuss the applicant the 
position, hours of work, wages, employee benefits, and 
company policies. 
It is conceived that except when a labor shortage 
is prevalent, an appropriate number of prospective employees 
are always kept on file to fill future vacancies. 
18 
Former employees who left the company in good stand-
ing and who are fully qualified for the position in question 
will be eligible for re-employment. Employees terminated be-
cause of lay-offs and who left the company in good standing 
will however, be given first preference over personnel who 
voluntarily resigned, or whose who have had no previous ser-
vice with the company. 
It is important to note that the employment manager 
plays an important role. He has the opportunity to advise top 
management in designing and planning the recruitment proced-
ures that are a part of the centralized hiring. He will there-
fore help to develop policies for the company. These, however, 
are subject to approval by top management. 
What are some of these policies briefly? 
First, the maintenance of individual and organiza-
tional stability is a principle aim of personnel management. 
This aim is achieved by keeping a balance between the number 
of persons recruited and management's expectations as to hir-
ing needs in the future. Management must know at all times 
19 
the amount of personnel, and what personal qualifications and 
experience will be required. Only on the basis of such know-
ledge can the company's personnel needs be accurately estimat-
ed, taking into account the company's expansion program, its 
organizational structure, and current needs based on labor 
turnover. 
Secondly, care should be taken during recruiting 
not to oversell the company or the position under discussion. 
Otherwise, the applicant may become dissatisfied once she 
weighs the difference between what she was told during the 
interview and her employment experience on the job. Thus, 
if the interviewer should resort to high pressure salesman-
ship during recruiting, she may overcome and defeat the long-
run intent of the whole hiring procedure. 
Thirdly, advancement of an employee is based on the 
fact that she demonstrate the requis-ite ability for the po-
sition. The company's policy of fairness is extended to all 
applicants, whether or not they are hired. 
Especially valuable in the process of making the 
right selection is the employment interview, which is planned, 
conducte.d, and interpreted by experienced interviewers. Infor-
mation that the employment interviewer will seek may be di-
vided into two broad classifications, information about the 
position, and inforTiation about the applicant. The interview-
er's prominence and importance cannot be over-emphasized. The 
conditions under which a man is to be preferred to a woman as 
an interviewer are as yet hardly defined. nrt is generally 
agreed however, that female employees should be hired by 
female interviewers. n* In the New England Telephone and 
Telegraph Company female interviewers in most cases have 
been promoted from supervisory positions within the company 
to management level. It must be noted that it is a policy 
of the company to promote their employees from within. 
2 0 
Qualifications and training for the interviewers 
position are so · important that the next subdivision is devot-
ed to a discussion of their selection and training. 
B. Selectin& and Training the Interviewer 
The question what qualities are most desired in 
an interviewer is the one that will be answered. Almost 
every female interviewer in the telephone company is pro-
moted from a supervisory position. The interviewer is a 
product of training and education, either formal or self-
procured:,· that undoubtedly contributes to the development 
of the capacities the interviewer must possess. 
"Technical knowledge of personnel modus operandi 
can be acquired in a reasonable length of time by the indivi-
dual properly qualified, after she has been selected."~~ 
After all, the interviewer must realize that she is dealing 
with the security, the happiness, the careers of people, so 
that the one best criterion in the selection of an interviewer 
*3, p. 50 
**1, p. '78 
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is to select one to whose judgment you would submit readily 
and with confidence, matters affecting your own actions and 
future. A theorist won't do. If she is to be successful, 
the interviewer must be an individual who appreciates person• 
al experience and who understands and apprec iates human re-
actions at all levels of the company. She must be a person 
whom the employees will approach for advice, and to whom 
management goes for guidance in designing its policies, and 
in discharging its functions. 
To appreciate human reactions is an art which 
comes not from formal training but from actual experience on 
the job. 
It is also necessary for the interviewer to have a 
pleasant personality, an understanding of human nature, pat-
ience, the _courage of her convictions, and a desire to serve 
and to gain the respect of all the employees whom she is as-
sociated. Successful interviewing requires that the inter-
viewer and the applicant really understand each other. More-
over, if this status is acquired in the conference, the way 
is prepared for using the results later. Such fundamental 
principles as sincerity and being candid in i nterviewing ex-
plain some of the relative success or failures of an inter-
viewer who uses superficially related methods. Strategy 
refers to the outline o~ arrangement of the interview. To 
plan and develop an interview so that its purpose can be 
readily understood by the applicant is good strategy. To 
know how to state the purpose simply and clearly in such a 
manner that it impresses the applicant as being true and 
genuine, is good tactics. 
To a great extent the success of the Personnel 
Department depends upon the interviewer who is. in effect 
applying the personnel policies in her associa tion with 
fellow employees. The selection and training of an inter-
viewer in the telephone company is an important function 
of the department. 
The training program is intended to help an inex-
perienced interviewer reach the point where s he can conduct 
complete interviews in the shortest practical time. The 
formal training of an interviewer is for a pe!•iod of six 
weeks duration. During this period of formal training the 
inexperienced interviewer after completing each interview 
consults her advisor and receives constructiVEl criticism 
and comments. Once a common purpose has been recognized, 
it can best be achieved if the interviewer has at her com-
mand those general principles and special techniques which 
have been crystallized from experience. 
The interviewer's training is also i ntended to 
make her an attentative listener, alert observer, - and dis-
criminating thinker. In addition, the training plan is 
designed to stimulate self-training through a write-up and 
an applicant's evaluation which requires the i nterviewer to 
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relate the findings in the interview to the pe:rsonal quali-
fications of the job. Its specific objectives are: 
1. To enable the interviewer to learn the inter-
viewing technique. 
2. To help the interviewer develop her own conver-
sational style to a point where the applicant 
does most of the talking. 
3. To require the interviewer to weigh all the 
evidence carefully before deciding upon an 
applicant's qualifications. 
4. To develop a desire and method of constantly 
improving her interviewing skill. 
T.he New England Telephone and Telegraph Company 
has constantly stressed the importance of sele c ting and 
training an interviewer so that it is a part of their em-
ployment procedure. 
C. Job Description 
The telephone industry divides itself function-
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ally into four departments; Traffic, Accounting, Commercial, 
and Plant. The Traffic Department operates the communica-
tions equipment, the Commercial Department se l ls telephone 
services and is responsible for business contacts with the 
public. Income and expense records are kept i n the Account-
ing Department, while maintenance and repair o:f plant and 
equipment is concentrated in the Plant Department. This study 
concerns itself with two of these departments t;hat are pre-
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dominantly women namely, the Traffic and the Accounting Depart-
ments. Telephone operators are largely concentrated in the 
Traffic Department, and female clerical workers are largely 
concentrated in the Accounting Department. 
In the early development of the industry, the 
company reallzed that much of the work of giving telephone 
service could be performed better by women than by men. 
Since then, the telephone company has come to depend more 
and more upon women, until now there are approximately 23,000 
female employees in the company. 
First, what is meant by the term job description? 
It is necessary to know what an employee will be required to 
do in a spec i fic position and the demands, including such 
factors as qualifications, effort, and responsibility that 
the position will require of the employee. Th is . is called 
job description and analysis. Good job descr i ptions are re-
quired in recruiting, training, upgrading, and promoting 
employees. 
Before an interviewer can work intel ligently she 
must have in her possession a detailed description of the 
position, and secondly a knowledge of the personal qualifi-
cations that will be required to fill the position. 
In the New England Telephone and Teleg:raph Com...: 
pany, job descriptions are in writing. However, they are 
also supplemented by the interviewer's actual knowledge of 
the position gained through her own experience. This exper-
ience is an added advantage, for job descripti.ons can never 
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be a substitute in the employment office for the interviewer's 
actual knowledge of the job for which she is h:iring. It is 
merely an additional instrument to be used as an aid by the 
interviewer. 
It is sufficient here to mention that job descrip-
tion has two broad functions -- to describe and. define process 
and to describe and define the personal qualif:ications that 
will be needed for the employee to carry on t he process. 
The first classification tttelephone operators" are 
an important link in the communication system that has been 
a necessity in the everyday needs of the business and social 
life. They are especially vi tal in times of s ·tress and emer-
gency. The work of the telephone operator during World War 
II was as necessary as that of the production worker. Pro-
cessing telephone calls was important for war production, 
for the movement of our troops and equipment, and for help-
ing to maintain the morale of our service men away from home. 
The classification 11 telephone operatortt covers the 
largest group of employees in the telephone company. About 
four out of every five women in the Traffic De partment are 
ope r ators. Figure II reveals that the Traffic Department 
employs 78 .4% of all the women in the telephone company. 
Her position requires training i n and developme nt of operat-
ing s k ills. Although certain basic operating practices apply 
to all positions, ea:c..h. has its own character i s tics, standards, 
speeds, and needs for special background knowledge. It is a 
FIGURE II DISTRIBUTION OF WOIE1~ IN ~!:HE NEW ENGLAND 
TEL~PHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY BY DEP~RTUENT* 
Traffic 78.4" 
Accounting 8.1~ 
Commercial 7.4~ 
Plant I 5.1% 
Engineering I 0.8~ 
llscellaneoua**l 0.2~ 
S urce : Pers . r .. e l ecor · s o t .. ~1· !. ': lc>.O!. 
A und e lebraph Comp r.· ' ~ '"nu • l ~ ;o 
* These percentages are based on a total of 22 1 964 
r .. ale .. ployees reported 1n 1950 by t he
1
Personnel 
Depart.ent ot tM lew Englaud Tel & Tel Company. 
** Includes PUblic Relations, Personnel, Legal and 
Executive Departaents. 
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general policy of the company not to develop specialists for 
one or two positions, but thorough cross-training on the job 
to build up a force of flexible operators. All-round opera-
tors who can work at outward, inward, intermediary, and aux-
iliary boards, and who are adapt in handling all kinds of 
local, rural, interzone, and long-distance services are an 
asset in adjusting the force to changes in call loads and to 
emergencies. Operators have to be able to function at both 
specialized and general positions. 
On the whole, the requirements, training, skills, 
and pressure attached to her position exceed those of a rou-
tine clerical position. 
The following pages will describe briefly what the 
company feels, from observation and experience, to be certain 
requirements and qualifications that make for success in the 
assignments of t elephone operator and clerical worker in the 
Accounting Department. There are, however, certain general 
qualifications which the telephone company looks for in all 
prospective employees, regardless of assignment. 
l. Age 
The applicant should be at least 16 years of age. 
2. Physical Qual ifications 
Physical f i tness will be determined by a medical 
examination at the company's Medical Department or 
by a physician designated by the company. The ap-
plicant should present a neat and clean appearance 
a1n should enjoy normal g ood health that will 
enable her to fulfill her duties. 
3. Motivation 
The desire to learn, an interest in her work, and 
the desire to succeed are essential because of the 
responsibilities that the company will impose upon 
her. 
4. Cooperativeness 
Because most telephone jobs call for team work it 
is necessary that an applicant have the ability and 
personality to work effective~y with others. 
5. Permanency 
Telephone wor k , as compared with other types of indus-
trial employment is steady and continuous, and new 
employees are acquainted with this information. It 
follows that the person likely to be successful is 
one to whom steady employment is an inducement. 
6. Conduct 
The telephone industry, because of its contact with 
large numbers of people is largely dependent upon a 
favorable public attitude. 
7. Character 
·. 
The company wants employees with integri t y, who will 
be guided by the principle of honesty. 1he company 
desires employees who are industrious and who will 
apply themselves diligently to their wor.k . Briefly,. 
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the company wants employees who will be a credit 
to the community and their company. 
In addition to the qualifications al:ready outlin-
ed, there are certain specific requirements that are essen-
tial. These requirements will be outlined briefly on the 
following pages. 
1. Duties 
Title - Telephone Operator 
Job Description 
A. Summary of Duties 
Operates a manual switchboard equipped with cords, 
keys, jacks, signals and other associated equipment 
required to complete local, nearby, and long dis-
tance telephone calls under constant supervision. 
She writes down the timing and details of calls as 
needed for billing purposes. She may operate either 
a manual, dial, toll, or information switchboard. 
The local operator handles calls within a limited 
area. The long distance operator is responsible for 
calls to distant places. The information operator 
furnishes customers numbers not yet listed in the 
directory. All assignments call for cour tesy, dis-
cretion, and integrity. 
2. Working Conditions 
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A. Normal work week is five days. Normal work day ("tour 11 ) 
eight hours. Divided tours (morning - evening) are 
seven hours. Evening tours (ending 10 p . m. or 
later) further reduced to six hours. 
B. Description of tours 
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Hours 
15 Min. 
Relief 
Full Day 
Evening 
Morning-Evening ) 
Afternoon-Evening) 
8 Between 6 A. M. and 7 P.M. 
7 Ends later than 7 P. M. 
but not later than 1 A.M. 
2 
2 
Night 8 Between 9:30 P.M. and 7 A.M.2 
The later evening tours provide addi.tional finan-
cial compensation. All night tours are usually covered by 
older and more experienced employees. Sunday and holiday 
work is spread among employees so that the responsibility 
for covering these days is shared. 
3. Promotional Opportunities 
A. Junior Supervisors 
B. Supervisors 
C. Instructors 
D. Assistant Chief Operators 
E. Chief Operators 
4. Training Period 
A. Limited training period averages four weeks. 
5. Job Qualifications 
1. Physical Requirements 
A. Size -within normal limits. 
B. Right-handed - a requirement in mos t telephone 
assignments because of the design of the equipment. 
-~· Vision acuity - normal - no objection t o glasses. 
color - normal 
D. Hearing - normal 
E. Voice - Cl ear, distinct, without impediment. 
F. Age - 16 or over 
2. Education - Knowledge - Proficiencies 
A. Education - Elementary School - 8 years 
B. High School graduate or equivalent pre f erred for 
telephone operators and clerical workers. 
C. Knowledge - Simple addition and subtraction. 
D. Knowledge of geography, particularly the locations 
of cities and states in the United States. 
E. Proficiencies - Legible handwriting and printing. 
6. Aptitude 
Aptitude Rating 
A. Mental Values 
(3) Memory (Visual) ( 1) Outstandi.ng 
( 3) Memory (Auditory) (2) Above average 
( 3) Visual Perception ( 3) Average 
B. Physical 
(3) Manual dexterity (Eye - Hand Coordination) 
7. Personal Characteristics 
A. Courtesy and friendliness are essential . The public's 
impression of the company is largely dependent upon 
the day-to-day job done by operators. More contacts 
with customers are made by telephone operators than 
any other employee group. 
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B. Emotional stability must be adequate to meet the 
unusual and unexpected situations, such a s occas-
ional overload conditions. 
C. Ability to adapt oneself to varying cond. i tions 
and personalities. 
D. Possess a faculty for working harmoni ous l y with 
others towards a common objective. 
The following pages will describe briefly what 
the company feels are necessary requirements and qualifi-
cations in the assignment of female cle~ks in the Account-
ing Department. 
Title - Clerk (Accounting Department) 
Job Description 
1. Duties 
Summary of Duties 
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Performs clerical work of routine or semi--routine nature 
such as summarizing and checking information on simple records 
and reports. The Accounting Department clerk will sort toll 
and local tick ets, prepare and mail bills, issue pay checks, 
maintain service records, and in some cases opEtr ate adding, 
calculating , billing , and payroll machines. 
2. Work ing Conditions 
Normal week is five days, normal day 7-1/2 hours. Works 
usually in a medium or a large office with other clerks at 
individually, well-lighted desk. 
Placed directly on assignment with carefully planned 
instruction being given by supervisor. Continuous training 
is provided for development of a new girl. 
3. Qualifications 
A. Ag e - Minimum 16 years. 
B. Health - Normal good health required to ~~ arry out the 
assignment with a minimum of aba ence. 
c. Height and Weight -Within normal limits. 
D. Vision - Normal. No objection to glasses . 
E . Hearing - Normal. 
F . Voice - Clear, distinct. 
4. Background 
A. High school graduate or equivalent prefer red. 
B. Work experience not necessary, but related experience 
is valuable. 
5. Abilities 
A. Above averag e in arithmetic, spelling, h a ndwriting, 
and capacity for detailed clerical work. 
B. Typing - Specified when required. 
c. Business machine operation - specified when required. 
6. Personal Characteristics 
A. Manner and appearance suitable to a business office. 
B. Ability to adapt oneself to a variety o f tasks, and 
changes in practice. 
C. Being able to work harmoniously with oth ers in achiev-
ing a common objective. 
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Figure III will show the proportion of women to 
men in the various departments of the New England Telephone 
and Telegraph Company. In the Accounting Department 89.7% 
of the employees are f emale. This industry with its mil-
lions of customers necessarily has a large Accounting Depart-
ment and an elaborate record system. Standardized account-
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ing and billing procedures have been developed to meet the 
standards of the Federal Communications Commission. The rev-
enue sections are concerned with billing of customers and 
distribution of income. The disbursement section handles the 
accounting for expenses such as payroll, materials, equipment; .. 
maintenance, depreciation of property, and other cost items. 
The general books and reports sections summarize revenue and 
disbursement records for journal and ledger entries, and pre-
pare balance sheets of ass.ets and liabilities. Men in the 
department are on a management leva.l as supervisors, account-
a nts and auditors. Female job titles are numerous in the 
Accounting Department, more so than in the Traffic and Com-
mercial Departments. Routine jobs requiring little training 
such as file, bill enclosing, ticket clerks, who sort, count, 
arrange and add tickets in preparation for billing, involve 
simple clerical procedures are usually filled by beginners 
who have little experience. They comprise a significant 
portion of the department. Machine operators, such as those 
on billing and calculating machines must have an understand-
ing of the operations. They comprise a mid-group in classi-
FIGURE :III PROPORTION OF 01&~ TO lEN 
IN DEP ARTIIE.JfTS OF ._ 
THE ~EW ENGLA.,D TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY ·.-
Total 
69.8% 30.2% 
Traffic · 
Acco\Ultlng 
89.7% 10.3% 
Commercial 
Other** 
60.8% 39.~ 
Engineering '1111/A 
22.3% 77.7'/, 
Plant 
88.1~ 
Women .VII/A lien -
Source : Per s onnel ecor ds of t he ·ew Engl and Tel ephone 
and Tel egr aph Company , January 1950 
* These percentages are based on the total of 32,887 
employees reported 'in 1950 by the Personnel Department 
of the New Englnnd Telephone and Telegraph Company 
** Includes Puhlic Relations, Personnel, Legal and 
Executive Departments 
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fication rank. Payroll work is done in a separate unit and 
has a wide range of duties and skills. Cost clerks, reports 
clerks, estimate clerks require experience and a knowledge 
of involved procedures, ability to proceed without immediate 
supervision and the faculty of exercising considerable judg-
ment. Training in the Accounting Department is on-the-job 
by experienced workers who will make every effort to assist 
new employees. Promotion from the ranks is based on senior-
ity and merit, and the higher grade positions are filled al-
most entirely by promoting employees holding down routine 
clerical positions. When seniority of two employees are 
equal, merit will be the deciding factor in making the 
selection. 
D. Source of Prospective Employees 
It is evident that we should next direct our 
thoughts to the problems that are encountered in securing 
qualified employees. We shall grant that there are various 
reasons for labor turnover that are unavoidable and even 
beneficial, first because they arise from reasons that are 
socially and economically sound, such as promotions and mar-
riages, and secondly because they prevent stagnation among 
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the employees. Every company has its flow of .personnel. Re-
placements are constantly occurring as a result. But why are 
so many new employees needed? When World War II ended the 
company was holding thousands of orders for telephones, which, 
because of war shortages, it bas been unable to fill. The end 
of the war did not reduce the demands however. Demand for 
phone service increased. This expansion program has neces-
sitated additional personnel to satisfy the demand. 
The sources of applicants to fill the positions of 
telephone operators and clerical workers must natural·ly come 
from two main fields. 
1. Those applicants coming from sources outside of 
the business. 
2. Those applicants coming from sources within the 
business. 
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The external sources cover a larger area from which 
to draw, but it is impossible to say that any one source of 
procuring employees is better than the other. So much depends 
upon the company itself and upon the community in which it 
is located. Generally, however, it can be said that the most 
fruitful outside source for personnel is that made possible 
by a careful analysis of those applicants who have applied 
for employment. It is not intended however that the company 
depend entirely upon this source. There was a time when more 
than enough well qualified girls ~pplied voluntarily. Wait-
ing lists were maintained and no form of recruiting was re-
quired. Now they have to be recruited. To insure an adequate 
supply of personnel requires that the company take advantage 
of every means to maintain its favorable position as an employ-
er in the eyes of the public. These means are: 
l. An accurate knowledge of present, and an estimate 
of their future labor needs by types of jobs. 
2. An accurate knowledge of the company's turnover 
rates and trends and the measure taken to correct 
them. 
3. A complete knowledge of sources of personnel, and 
the number of quality of potential workers avail-
able from each. 
4. A knowledge of company policies affecting the em-
ployees, especially those affecting their wages 
and working conditions. 
It is through the high schools that the largest 
number of people become available as employees. These gra-
duates make fine employees, for they learn quickly and are 
likely to remain in the community. But when employment 
needs began to accelerate rapidly, the need was clear for 
strengthening contacts with the schools. The objective now 
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is to obtain just as many new employees as possible from this 
important source. Initial contacts are followed by others 
with principals in the individual schools. So that principals 
and teachers may have a first hand picture of what business 
has to offer, they are invited to visit the telephone build-
ing, usually in groups. Here they see at first hand the kinds 
of work performed, the type of supervision, and working con-
ditions. 
One of the best internal sources is the recommenda-
tion of an applicant by an employee. An employee knows the 
wor k ing conditions of the office and can tell the applicant 
she is recommending what may be expected of her. Bell Sys-
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tem employees enjoy their work and are proud of their company. 
This spirit of service is so prevalent that it doesn't take 
long for an employee to convey the idea of working for her 
company to others. The place to which most people refer 
when they are seeking employment is the want-ad section of 
the newspaper. This source has attracted applicants, and it 
has a public relations value as well. The only time, however, 
the Boston office of the telephone company has referred to 
the want-ad section of the newspaper to recruit employees 
was in 1946 when there was an extreme shortage of qualified 
personnel. Radio is also used in principal ways. Where 
other methods do not produce enough applicants to permit 
filling the need, it is used in the same way as the classi-
fied ad -- to attract applicants at the time. Generally 
speak ing, though, advertising is only used as a last means. 
For a company that has established good will and ~estige 
runong its employees, and has earned the reputation as being 
a good place to work, should, except in times of labor short-
ages, not need to use advertising as a means of securing 
employees. 
E. The Interview 
When I am confronted with a complex situation 
involving the interactions of an applicant, what 
the appli cant will say is necessarily an import-
ant part of the data from which I have to make a 
diagnosis. Therefore, my first object is to 
get the applicant to talk freely and frankly 
about matters which are important to them. In 
the interview I use ;_: a number of single rules 
or ideas. I listen. I do not interrupt. I 
refrain from making moral judgments about the 
opinions expressed. I do not express my own 
opinions, beliefs or sentiments. I avoid 
argument at all costs. I do this by seeing 
to it that the applicant's sentiments do not 
react to my own • .;<-
This is Roethlisberger 1 s definition of an 
interview which seems appropriate to quote. 
While it is natural to think first of the personal 
interview in connection with employment practice, it is wide-
ly used for other functions which are also related to the em-
ployment process. There is the interview for job analysis, 
the interview for follow-up and adjusting employees who have 
been placed, and the interview for instruction and advice. 
The employment relations interview deals with attitudes and 
working conditions, and the exit interview which takes place 
when the employee leaYes or is dismissed from the company. 
The job analysis, follow-up and exit interviews use similar 
methods as the employment interview and contribute their 
results to its intelligent use. 
This subdivision will discuss the employment inter-
view. It exemplifies three distinct functions: 
1. Securing information about the applicant 
2. Giving information to the applicant. 
~-12, PP• 92-93 
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3. Establishing a fri endly relationship with 
the applicant .~r-
The interview first of all is a means of obtain-
ing information concerning the applicant, factual data con-
cerning her employment experience and her educational quali-
fications upon which selection and placement are based. 
Secondly, it gives the applicant an insight of the position 
being discussed, its advantages and disadvantages as well as 
promotional opportunities. Thirdly, the interview should be 
conducted to make a friend of the applicant, regardless of 
whether she is hired or not. It is well for the interviewer 
to keep these three functions in mind during the interview. 
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An excellent aid in directing the conversation and develop-
ment of thought in an interview is the standardized appli-
cation (see Figure IV). The primary function of the inter-
view, however , is to obtain information from the applicant 
which will not be revealed on the application form. It is 
important however, to note that the standardized application 
form will not reveal these personal characteristics of per-
sonality, physical appearance, persuasiveness, and vocal sound. 
The semi-directive employment interview used by 
the telephone company is an outgrowth of the operations start-
ed since the end of World War II. As the name implies, it 
is an interview in which some attempt is made to direct the 
applicant's conversation. The interviewer at the outset 
~c-8, p. 90 
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F IGURE IV 
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY I I 
APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT 
.EAST PRINT) LAST MIDDLE 
women give maiden name -------------------------- ---------------- ----'--- --
(CITY OR TOWN ) 
aU. S. citizen? __,,.V~ ... _,$'<---------- ---~ Age _____ /~9~----------------------
u U.S. Military Service? __,AI'~o"----------- Date of Birth ..:.P.=--=:e=-=t::=---"-=J_L-; _ __.~'7"--=s~/ _ ____ _ 
1ave a license to //I,L. Weight---------------
·ive a car? ,frs- · 
.J'¥"' Height----=-__:__ _ _ _ _______ _ 
3tatus_~s~,~·~~~ ~~~~------------- Right Handed 
of dependents __ ..:O~----------- Left Handed 
_s AND COURSES NAME OF SCHOOL CITY AND STATE 
COURSE OR YEAR YEARS GRAD-
MAJOR SUBJ . LEFT ATTENDED UATE? 
fAR OR 
HIGH /(',-u r c .. ,.,., ...... < 13,-e /t: .V rJI N' I 41"' r .r XXX /rs&r XXX XXX 
rRADE OR ~ -r, (:.Hr .. .v ONAL Hf/:1'1 ~~N•rL. -'-t/4!-Nr~N, M-Al" f. ,..,,.,4"4t!'RL /~~? f' Y'.s 
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G '{J'"'#j'rr Bu .s, N'lt'.f' 
..$'#/Hii.. Bu.rr .. ~ ""4J$-
7YP'""'& 
JHIA/A'.,#O s-r.,4L ~:rr,r,.,.,-.,~ ""'''~Nr.r . 
iE 
PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT- INCLUDE U . S . MILITARY AND BELL SYSTEM SERVICE 
EMPLOYED 
VIE AND ADDRESS OF EMPLOYER MO. & YR . RATE REASON 
(BEGIN WITH LATEST) KIND OF WORK OF PAY FOR LEAVING 
FROM TO 
f:'trpiC ~l~ S"r"IIL C#<p ~~-r 
iS ..l.S"O sr.,.cr sr: Bosr~,, IUIJ.f' /IJ.I;141K€ I~IJtJin" ~"flf9 &ISI#"r .YC1 • w/C. ,J:r,'<.L "'"" ,t'L• y-o 
;s 
;s 
;s 
s 
REFERENCES 
NAME ADDRESS BUSINESS OR OCCUPATION 
,FJtl111#.C /Hrwey .t,lo #AAYA,_D .s-r (?,,..~~~~'oce "*"rr Jtf't:417Aif'.•J 
Ve,t-e~ ~t>ld.D /Dt> w,.ce 6"1": 191L ;,.tt;r~w/. ArfRJf. :1'_,/(f:.~' ,,,IC. 
6=illtz>l,./ ~~,;r~ /0 
.h?•lllK•r ST 8Jt'JCNT•Itl AI4.T.f'. t=~tf'JC.<'cA~ itJ••~<e< 
villing to work day, evening, a nd night hours, and Sundays, Holidays, or overtime as required? Yes CKJ No [::=:::J 
) a medical examina tion by a physician designated by the Company. If employed I agree, upon request, to provide a birth certificate 
satisfactory proof of my age. 
~£)~ 
INTERVIEWER 7 SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT 
DE-
GREE 
XXX 
XXX 
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will attempt to direct the conversation by asking a question 
concerni ng some phase of the applicant's background. The in- · 
terviewer perhaps will ask the following question, 11 Tell me 
something about yourself,n and the applicant is then permit-
ted to talk at some length. 
uThe non-directive interview, however, is one in 
which the applicant's thoughts are not directed and she is al-
lowed to talk without constraint and continue at great length.u* 
The semi-directive interview offers several advan-
tages. It puts the applicant at ease since she does not have 
to be on the alert to answer a series of questions. It permits 
the applicant to talk after being asked a question about her 
previous experience and is thus likely to reveal her true 
interests. The interviewer also has the practical advantage 
of rel~xing and listening to the applicant's conversation 
and appraising her qualifications. 
Of the thr s e functions of the personal interview, 
securing correct and accurate information from the applicant 
is receiving most attention. It is essential not only to re-
view the applicant's personal history but also to observe her 
interests, hobbies, personal traits which may influence her 
success. Personal appearance is important since the new Eng-
land Telephone and Telegraph Company is a business which con-
tinually meets the public. The interviewer gives attention 
to physiognomy for the purpose, not of read-ing character, but 
.;:-19, p. 7 
deciding how her appearance will impress the people with 
whom she is to work with, and the public she is to contact. 
In conducting the interview, there are two basic 
problems. 
1. To get the complete story about the applicant's 
background. 
2. To determine what it means in terms of the job 
under consideration. 
Upon opening the interview, it is proper for the 
a p plicant to know the name of the person who is interview-
ing her. If the applicant is taken to the interviewer by 
the receptionist, introduction is made. If the interviewer 
is first to meet the applicant, she introduces herself. In 
the i n terview the applicant is met as far as possible as an 
equal. Questions which are too direct are avoided at the 
outset~ The employment office gives the applicant her first 
impression. A second impression is received from the inter-
viewer's manner and has much to do with placing the appli-
cant at ease. This attitude comes from an interest in con-
versing with people, and from the interviewers confidence 
in her ability to handle situations as they arise. Confi-
dence comes with experience, and if the interviewer remains 
natural and displays an interest in the applicant, the appli-
cant's coope r ation will flow naturally. When the applicant 
has difficulty in starting her conversation, the interviewer 
will often inquire of the applicant to talk about her schol~ 
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astic training and work experience in her own words. There 
is no set pattern or questions that the interviewer will fol-
low in getting the applicant to talk, but she will often ask 
a question which she feels is most natural and appropriate. 
The interviewer's job is to listen and carefully consider 
all that the applicant is saying. The interviewer must resist 
the temptation to do much talking. A question may be insert-
ed during the interview if some point appears to be contra-
dictory or obscure. Sometimes the interviewer may restate 
what has been related to insure that she understands what is 
meant. A satisfactory interview cannot be hurried by either 
party to the interview. On the other hand, the interview 
should not proceed to a point of boredom. The skilled inter-
viewer ke e ps control of the interview though she avoids all 
a ppearances of haste. 
There is suggestive value for a point of view in 
interviewing according to Mr. Link who predicts that 
it will undoubtedly be commonly recognized in time 
that the entire aim of employment psychology is to 
attain the viewpoint of the applicant, and to further 
her interests by selecting her for the work which 
she is best suited and at which she will be of 
greatest value to society and to herself.* 
The interviewer who has this idea for the purpose of her work 
will inevitably be courteous and patient. The requirements 
of the job and the necessary standards of employment in terms 
of qualifications, physical abilities are stated to the ap-
plicant, so that she can draw her own inevitable conclusion 
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as to her fitness for the position. The applicant for whom 
there is no opening is so treated that she is conscious of 
her own inability to qualify, and in removing herself can 
testify that the company is one in which employees are pro-
perly selected and given every opportunity. 
An individual's work history re presents an impor-
tant position of the applicant's experience. It can provide 
inf ormation which will aid the interviewer in determining an 
applicant 1 s ability to do a certain job. It is appropr·ia te 
therefore, that the applicant be encouraged to give an exhau-
stive account of her work background. A discussion of the 
employee's work history and its importance will be discussed 
at furthe r length in the next subdivision. 
In closing the interview, if the applicant is un-
qualified for employment in the company, this may become 
evident shortly after the interview is started. Sometimes 
it is apparent from the information obtained in the appli-
cation form. However, the interviewer should proceed with 
the applicant to a point where she has established this fact 
without a doubt. She must continue with the interview un-
til she finds a means of dismissing the applicant in such a 
manner that she will remain friendly toward the company. If 
the applicant appears to be an acceptable employee, then the 
interviewer will proceed to explain the job, the rate of pay, 
the possibility of advancement, and any other advantages of 
the job. 
Ideally, t h e best time to give the applicant this 
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information is after the interviewer has obtained sufficient 
information about the applicant to know whether she is ac-
ceptable. The interviewer will then observe the reaction of 
the applicant, for this will aid in determining to what extent 
the applicant is acceptable. 
When the interview itself is concluded, however, 
the interviewer's job is still unfinished. The interviewer's 
evaluation outlined on the reverse side of the application 
form provides space for all necessary information. 
lay facilitates the location of any specific item. 
Its out-
Since it 
contains a list of the areas to be explored, a minimum of 
writing is required. For instance, the interviewer's recom-
mendations cover the applicant's work experience, outside 
hobbies and interests, appearance, attitude, manner, and 
finally the interviewer's appraisal of the applicant. Each 
applicant is appraised by the use of a numerical code which 
is used to indicate the applicant's degree of acceptability, 
or rejection. 
Figure V outlines the applicant's record of pro-
gress through the employment office of the telephone company. 
In the case of hiring a telephone operator, the applicant is 
hired on the basis of the original interview and testing. 
However, in the case of a clerical worker, after the origin-
al interview and testing, the applicant is also interviewed 
by the department supervisor to determine her acceptability 
or rejection. The department supervisor is given all of the 
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emp loyment records of the applicant as an aid in determining 
the applicant's qualifications for the position. 
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The matter presented herein represents both a philo-
sophy and a technique. The philosophy points to the recog-
nition of each applicant as a separate entity, and the eval-
uation of the person in connection with her suitability for 
the job. The technique is a means of accomplishing these 
objectives. However, responsibility for successful appli-
cation of these methods rests upon the training, experience, 
and s k ill of the interviewer and the placement supervisor 
in the Personnel Department. 
F. Employee's Work History 
An applicant's work history represents an impor-
tant part of her life's experience, whether it consists of 
full time or part time duties. This information is useful 
in determining her ability to do a certain job, and in ad-
dition, it usually provides clues as to her dependability, 
integrity, record of attendance, and a t titude. It is im-
portant that the applicant be encouraged to give a comple.te 
account of her work background. 
It is generally a good practice to start with her 
present or last position and to go back as far as it seems 
feasible. To start the applicant talking about her exper-
ience, very often the interviewer will refer to her last 
position, and ask her to discuss this position in detail. 
There are advantages when the applicant is allowed to talk 
about hers elf and her accomplishments. 
1. The applicant when put at ease will talk 
freely and express her opinions. 
2. The applicant's present or last position is 
a good indication of her suitability with the 
company. 
3. The applicant's progress and accomplishments 
are easily noted. 
After discussing her present position, if her work 
history has not been too extensive, it is well to review the 
first position she held and briefly discuss each of them. 
This will provide an overall picture of her suitability and 
give an indication of those positions about which more de-
tailed information will be sought. The applicant's conversa-
tion should also narrate whca:.t her duties were for each po-
sition. This discussion may enable the interviewer to con-
sider her previous position and determine how routine or 
repetitive the duties were and how well the applicant enjoyed 
her work. What were the applicant's reactions to this type 
of work? Did she find it monotonous and did she avoid the 
duty of responsibility? It may be a good indication that if 
she does not enjoy routine work or enjoy a sense of respon-
sibility, she may soon become a disgruntled employee and 
resign. 
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The degree of supervision is important. What de-
cisions did she have to make, and how did she react? It is 
conceivable that if the applicant did not enjoy close super-
vision, the position of telephone operator for instance, where 
close supervision is prevalent would require considerable 
adjustment. Under the circumstances, successful perform-
ance would be doubtful. 
Additional information of significant value con-
cerning the applicant's work is: 
1. How did she obtain her last position? 
2. Why did she seek that particular position? 
3. What progress did she have on the job? 
4. How much time was lost due to absenteeism? 
~Vhat were the reasons? 
5. What were her reasons for leaving her pres-
ent or last position? 
The item of sociability also has significant value. 
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What is her ability to work successfully with other employees? 
Very often an applicant is leaving her position because of 
her inability to work successfully with other employees or 
to adapt herself to close supervision. This information may 
be withheld and will only be determined by further inquiry. 
It must also be noted that friction may be the fault of the 
supervisor. Unless there has been a number of recurrences 
of this situation, it is dangerous to make any absolute gen-
eralizations. 
The next item to explore is the applicant's reason 
for leaving previous positions. An interviewer will often 
have to tactfully inquire why the applicant left the position. 
This approach may reveal that one or more of the following 
reasons listed below played a part in causing termination of 
the job. 
1. Incompetence on a particular job 
2. Quick temper 
3. Inflexibility 
4. Wanderlust 
5. Poor personal habits 
6. Friction with supervisor 
7. Dissatisfaction with job duties, wages, 
or working conditions.~~' 
Once this information has been revealed, the inter-
viewer will have to determine to what extent any of these 
reasons reflect the presence of undesirable habits, and in 
the final analysis, what reflection this may have on the 
applicant's ability to fulfill the requirements of the posi-
tion for which she is being interviewed. 
Besides providing a satisfactory basis for judging 
personality adequacies and inadequacies, reasons for leaving 
a position very often supply sufficient evidence of an appli-
cant's likes and dislikes for that position. A further dis-
cussion with the applicant often leads to a discussion of her 
reactions to a part·icular kind of work, supervision, working 
conditions and her occupational objective. 
On the positive side, an appllcant 1 s reason for 
changing positions may be a desire to raise her standard of 
living by earning a larger salary, ambition to succeed and 
obtain a broader background experience in a particular field, 
or better working conditions. 
"rl-17, p. 21 
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ttThe term 11 job stabili tyn refers to the frequency 
with which the applicant changes jobs. 11 ~} While the appli-
cant may have made a number of job changes over a period of 
time to advance herself and obtain greater earnings, chang-
ing positions too often is a warning sign. 
The applicant who has changed positions two or 
three times during the past year is def i nitely unsettled. 
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It may be that she is the ·; type of person who becomes dis-
satisfied very easily, and rejects close supervision. On 
the other hand, consideration must be given to economic con-
ditions, for whi l e the present national emergency exists the 
individual often has little control over job tenure. 
When the work history indicates a frequent change 
in positions and also a change in geogr a phical locations, the 
ind ividual is re garded as a ttwanderertt. This type of person 
is often embued with wanderlust, and desires a change of 
scenery, and working with new faces. Usually this person 
lacks an objective occupational goal. 
The question of having leadership abi l ity is de-
sirable but not essential. However, this ability usually 
wi l l not have had the opportunity to develop itself until 
the applicant has reached her late twenties or early 
thirties. In the telephone industry a majority of the em-
ployees are hired in their early twenties, so that leader-
ship ability has not had the opportunity to develop. The 
·X-20, p • 21 
position of telephone operator and clerical worker require 
a minimum of a high school education. The employee will be 
trained by the company for the particular job for which she 
is hired and the degree of leadership ability may be devel-
oped during the term of employment. 
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It is obvious that these methods of evaluating an 
employee depends to a great extent on the analysis of the in-
dividual's work history. However~ in the telephone industry, 
a majority of female applicants applying for positions are 
high school and business school graduates having had little 
or no work experience. Consequently it is more difficult 
to predict job performance. This difficulty will hardly be 
overcome by the use of any technique. As a result the tele-
phone company has resorted to the use of employment tests. 
III TESTING PROGRAM 
A. Purpose of Testing 
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In an era in which science has been the "key-note", 
testing for selection purposes has been receiving an in-
creasing amount of attention. · The nature and the individual 
differences among applicants were indicated in the second 
chapter. Since every employment manager recognizes the ex-
istence of these differences, employment tests have been 
used as devices to aid in the selection of employees. 
Testing is defined as a short objective method of 
observing an individual's behavior in a variety of situ-
ations under controlled conditions. Such a test judges each 
person by the same standard, thus eliminating personal bias 
and yielding more uniform appraisals than result from the 
interview. The appraisals made by tests are expressed in 
score!S which indicate the comparative amount of a parti-
cular aptitude or ability. The basis for testing springs 
from the fact that tests can measure the differences in 
aptitude and ability which exists among individuals. It is 
recognized that each applicant for employment differs with 
respect to the amount of ability each possesses. These in-
dividual differences are largely responsible for wide ranges 
of job performance among employees doing similar work. 
The purposes of testing are: 
1. To measure the individual differences in intel-
ligence, aptitudes and proficiencies. 
2. To provide observations of the individual's 
behavior while taking the battery of tests. 
3. To determine an applicant's fi t ness for the 
position under consideration by rela t ing 
test scores and the tester's observations to 
the job requirements. 
4. To help determine for what job an applicant 
is qualified if she does not meet the require-
ments for the one for which she was tested. 
Today there is a tendency to make widespread use 
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of tests for employment purposes. Caution, however, must be 
exercised in the sudden and extensive use of employment tests. 
For having applied the battery of tests, the chief difficulty 
remains, namely, how shall they be interpreted? What do they 
indicate? For even though tests have been devised and care-
fully applied in other fields, it does not necessarily fol-
low that they will apply equally well in the present situ-
ation. The telephone company has developed and uses a bat-
tery of tests to measure its own requirements. The battery 
of tests was developed primarily to measure the abilities and 
capabilities of applicants. The position of telephone oper-
ator and female clerical worker are quite complex operations 
that require training and the applicant must process certain 
basic capabilities in order to perform ·the work efficiently. 
Johnson has pointed out that 1taptitude for any job consists 
of a syndrome of abilities and that one needs all of these 
to be successful."* This fact has made it desirable to use 
a battery of tests to measure the potential ability of an 
applicant, rather than resort to using a single test. As a 
r esult, the test scores are combined into a composite score 
and each test is weighted to give the maximum correlation 
between the score and the criterion. Further, a battery 
of tests carries more weight than a single test score, 
since the individual test will reveal only several quali-
fications of the applicant, while the battery will reveal 
a more complete and rounded picture. As was stated in the 
preceding chapter, it is almost impossible to predict job 
performance by merely observing and interviewing an appli-
cant. To determine whether the applicant has the proper 
ability and knowledge for the position requires further re-
search. Test results have contributed valuable information 
and have been a time-saving device in screening applicants. 
1. Selection 
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The selection of employees is a complex and intri-
cate procedure. The primary purpose of selection is to ar-
range job applicants in rank order of merit so that employment 
needs can be fulfilled by hiring the best of all applicants 
first and the poorest last or not at all. 
*13, p. 159 
Chapter II outlined a detailed analysis of the job 
requirements, translating these into qualifications and hum-
an traits. Tests in the telephone company were selected to 
measure these characteristics. This approach required con-
siderable research study in the beginning and was carefully 
analysed by skilled personnel. The company has developed 
its own tests in many instances to measure qualifications 
for a specific position, such as a telephone operator. How-
ever, the company also makes use of standardized tests be-
cause of the time, expense, and technical skill required 
for designing and standardizing tests. The company is depen-
ding to some extent upon testing to find talent. Gone is the 
rule of the calloused thumb, and in its place is an awesome 
battery of aptitude tests and projective devices which with 
matchless precision measures the applicant for the job and 
decides whether she is to be selected as an employee. The 
question then, is not to find the agreeable personality for 
the job, but to look at the demands of the job on the indivi-
dual, and in so doin g, test the blueprint of managerial 
organization. Tests are among the tools tbat are necessary 
for the most effective selection of employees. This view-
point is followed by the assumption that when tests are em-
ployed systematically, many applicants will be rejected at 
the outset, and unless the supply of a pplicants exceeds the 
demand, the testing program looses its effectiveness. 
Selection differs in two ways only, depending upon 
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whether an individual is being selected for a position for 
which she must first be trained, as a telephone operator, or 
whether the applicant is expected to possess a developed 
skill, such as the case of a stenographer. In the former 
case, an applicant's aptitude for learning the work is ap-
praised , while in the latter case, her present proficiency 
and s k ill are evaluated. It is not sufficient that the ap-
plicant be selected who can simply perform the work. The 
objective of proper selection is to select and place the 
employee in a job for which she is best suited, so that 
maximum efficiency will be obtained. 
2. Placement 
By placement, is meant that portion of the employ-
ment process in which a review is made , of the steps already 
completed, to decide whether the position under consideration 
is the one for which the applicant is best suited. The inter-
view er should make the following analysis: 
1. Observe the grades of performance in each test. 
2. Note the observations of the tester. 
3. Consider how these effect the applicant 's 
qualifications for the job. 
After a review of the test results, any inconsistencies with 
information in the application or evaluation may require a 
discussion with the tester. 
Upon completion of the review of each individual 
6 0 
record, the interviewer will summarize the findings in order 
to decide how to proceed. This surmnarization will consist 
of a fitting together of the facts and reaching one of these 
conclusions about the applicant: 
1. Appears qualified and available for employment. 
2. Should be considered for another job. 
3. Must be rejected. 
4. More information is necessary be f ore a decis-
ion can be made. 
"When a testing program has been installed on the 
basic premise that it is a selection program, the fact that 
it is also an excellent placement program is o f ten for gotten."* 
Yet the value of the testing progrrua in placing employees 
during a period of business expansion is fully as great as 
its value in selecting employees during more static periods. 
"Lastly, it should be noted that the office worker 
who might be considered less capable by selection standards 
can learn certain basic routine facts or procedures which 
will enormously increase job efficiency"·** Good selection 
and placement is only one aspect of a sound personnel pro-
gram, but a most important one. 
-l*'6' p. 48 
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3. Follow-up Method 
Follow-up is a continuing procedure through 
wh ich the judgment made in selection is kept 
up to date by being confirmed, amplified, or 
corrected in current work situations, and in 
which the worker receives the benefit of 
being recognized as a person. •'* 
Follow-up of the new employee is an intricate part 
of the employment procedure. This method of follow-up and 
evaluating the induction procedure is as essential as any 
other personnel activity. After enough time has elapsed to 
obtain a stable record of an employee's job performance, a 
comparison is made between job performance and the test per-
formance for each individual emp loyee. This indicates to 
wh at extent test scores predict job success, or what percent 
of the less competent employees could have been eliminated at 
the time of hiring. From these results, it can be determined 
whether the tests are being used effectively in selection, or 
wh ether the tests should be modified to obta in a greater 
de gree of validity. 
Experience has proven that this is the most e f fec-
tive manner of evaluating tests. The only disadvantage of 
the procedure is the time element required to obtain adequate 
inf orma tion. The follow-up plan, f urthermore, g i ves addi t-
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ional inf ormation relating to the capacities and the interests 
of t he work er. No matter how e~~ective the employment pro-
cedure has been, there is much informa t ion regarding the capac-
ities and interests of the new employee that were not previous-
ly revealed. This inf ormation will present itself as there is 
-::·2' p. 121 
opportunity to observe the employee at her work. However, 
this fol l ow-up procedure is not just casual, but is well plan-
ned. 
The follow-up procedure has also revealed import-
ant information about the older employee since her attitude, 
capacity, and interest may have changed since her first day 
of employment. The personneL situation is in a fluid state 
by virtue of the fact that the employees are forever changing 
their capacities and interests. 
Finally, the periodic follow-up interview also ser-
ves the purpose of following up on the accuracy of the job 
description. Quite often, not only do the capacities and in-
terests of the employee change, but also the nature and oppor-
tunities of advancement. 
B. Tests as an Aid to The Interview 
Testing goes beyond the application form. It is an 
aid to the personal interview. It gets at the inner qualities 
of an applicant, her capacity and willingness to take train-
ing, her speed and accuracy in thinking, and her ability to 
get along with people. It is obvious that the interviewer 
must obtain from the applicant information over and above 
what the application form will reveal. n'I'his fact -- that the 
interview is a "natural" for determining certain characteris-
tics but a rather ineffective method of determining others --
should be kept in mind when one discusses the validity of the 
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the interview."-:~ It would not be correct to make a single 
over-all evaluation of the interview as a method . Appreci-
ating the weaknesses of the interview in determining individ-
ual capacity and placing the employee in the position for 
which she is suited, has resulted in a study of correct place-
ment . Tests have resulted in indicating their value to war-
rant a continuation of their usage. 
To add to the effectiveness of the interview itself, 
a battery of tests are given to all prospective employees. 
This is the final step in choosing relevant actions on the 
part of the applicant, and in evaluating these actions. The 
results of the tests will indicate whether the app licant pos-
sesses the necessary qualifications which ought to be met by 
the applicant if she is to be a successful employee. Each 
test is given under the same conditions to each applicant and 
her abilities are determined in the same way. The method of 
observation is supplemented in such a way, so that it becomes 
aLmost a science. The main emphasis is one of action and 
ability . Tests are useful to the interviewer not primarily 
as a substitute for the disgnostic skills used in interview-
ing, but chiefly because they divulge clues that often lead 
to significant ·rnsight when followed up in the employment 
interview . 
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c. Types of Tests 
A previous discussed principle of testing is that no 
one test in itself is sufficient to predict job success . 
Since the position of a telephone operator or a clerical work-
er calls for a combination of attitudes, consequently adequate 
replacement calls for skill which can only be determined by a 
battery of tests. All of the tests to be discussed here have 
been developed by the company except for the Personnel Test. 
Each of these tests are designed to measure a particular 
ability which is a requisite for the position. The following 
tests are given to all applicants following the employment 
interview. 
Plug Test You have seen a telephone operator plug cords in 
a switchboard. There is a bin containing black, white, 
and red colored plugs. These plugs are to be inserted 
i nto the colored holes representing a sw i tchboard . For 
instance, a red plug fits into a red jack . First you 
pick up a plug with your right hand and place it in the 
proper jack. While you are doing this you are to pick 
up anot her plug with your left hand and place it in the 
proper jack. Continue to do this until you have used 
up all the plugs. 
Brad Test Fing er dexterity test. Objective is to see how 
fast the ap p licant can shift the brads to adjacent holes 
by using only one hand. 
Ari thmetic Test Requires ability to do simple arithmetic 
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problems. This is considered an essential test for 
simple arithmetic ds required for most positions with-
in the company. 
Association Test To facilitate the handling of telephone 
calls and clerical operations, many items are recorded 
in abbreviated form. The objective is to see how well 
the applicant can learn abbreviations and symbols. 
For example: Motor = M Floor = # 
Door G Place = C 
Place 
Door 
Motor 
Floor 
The applicant is to place the correct symbol beside 
each of the words listed. 
Number Transcription Test This is a memory test. It is one 
of the most important tests in the battery since good 
memory is essential for almost any position in the tele-
phone company. The telephone operator must have a g ood 
memory since a record is made of telephone calls, and 
in clerical work correct and accurate posting is an im-
portant factor. 
For example: 
Employment No. Name Telephone No. 
9367 O'Brien, James J. 
8321 :Murphy, Helen M. 
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1013 
7293 
Gramelsback, Harold 
Kenney, Albert 
The objective of this test is to look for James J. 
O'Brien on the reverse side of the testing sheet and to write 
in the employment number that appears beside the name above. 
The applicant will also see a telephone number beside the 
name of James J. O'Brien on the reverse side and turning back 
to the front she will write in the telephone number. A good 
memory is essential for this test. 
Span or Hearing Test The tester will explain to the appli-
cant that she is going to read a series of typical tele-
phone nu..-mbers of four or five digits to her over a tele-
phone, and that the applicant is expected to repeat each 
number over the telephone after it is given. The abili-
ty to understand customers and the clear pronunciation 
of words is essential in telephone operating. The ·test-
er will then provide the applicant with a list of sen-
tences and request her to read them over the telephone. 
It is necessary to point out to the applicant that she 
should take her time in reading these sentences and the 
clear pronunciation of every word is necessary. 
Number or Comparison Test This test is based on the princi-
ple of the Minnesota Test f or Clerical Workers . It is 
divided into two sections, a number checking and a name 
checking test. If the two numbers of a pair are not 
alike make a check mark (V) on the line between them; 
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if they are identical, make no mark on that line. 
Samples done correctly of pairs of numbers 
75924 v 79524 
5974376 5974376 
8293 8293 
463728 v 473728 
Samples done correctly of pairs of names 
John C. Linder v John C. Lender 
Hudson Bay & Co. Ltd . v Hudson Bay Co. Ltd . 
Villaume Lbr. Co. Villaume Lbr. Co. 
Lass co Co . v Lassko Co. 
Filing Test A simple test of filing. A list of names are 
given and the applicant is to file them in their proper 
place in the list below. For instance, Musgrave should 
be inserted after the name Muse, and Nagy after the name 
Nagle. Speed and accuracy are the prerequisites. 
1. Musgrave 3. Newell 
2. Nagy 4. Nutile 
Annett lVIusker 
Burnett Nag le 
Crowley Nay 
James Nazzaro 
Murphy Nugent 
Muse Nussbaum 
Personnel Test This test is an adaptation of the higher form 
of the Otis Self-Administering Test and is developed to 
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the par ·ticular needs of the business. "The word person-
nel rather than mental ability or intelligence is used 
in the title to avoid the negative reaction that many 
applicants and employees have to a test that obviously 
deals with mental ability.u.;" The general form of ques-
tion is similar to that of the Otis Tes t . This is a 
t e st of problem solving ability. It contains various 
t y pes of quest ions. Below are samples of questions cor-
rectly filled in. 
1. Which one of the five words below telJ.swhat a do g is? 
1 tree 2 flower 3 animal 4 ve g etable 5 fruit ( 3) 
2. Of the five things be low, four are alike in a certain 
wa y . What is the one not like these four? 
1 smugg le 2 steal 3 bribe 4 cheat 5 sell ( 5 ) 
3. One number is wrong in t he following series. What 
sho u ld tha t number be? 
2 4 1 6 64 110 (25 6) 
4 . A gulf is to the ocean as a (?) is to a continent. 
1 peninsula 2 river 3 land 4 island 5 mountain(l) 
This battery of tests should take about forty to 
fift y minutes for comp letion exclusive of allowances for pra -
ctice time. These tests ar e given to applicants a pplying for 
t h e position of telephone o pera tor. In the case of a clerical 
worker, the Memory and Span Tests are omitted unless there is 
* 6, p. 84 
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a mixed group of personnel taking the tests. In this case all 
the tests are g iven as outlined. 
D. Limitations of Standardized Tests 
All test scores are subject to some degree of errors 
and this fact is justly considered in making interpretations. 
Test results will not guarantee job performance. "Special 
dangers to be avoided are the suppositions tha t a test can 
provide significant res ults and that standardized tests are 
necessarily useful for a given company's requirements. tt-1~ 
The extent of error depends upon the reliability of the test, 
coupled together with all the factors present when the test 
was taken, which might affect its reliability. Since i ndex -
es of reliability have been computed for the standardized 
tests i n us e , this may be of value in deciding what fluctua-
tions in test scor e s might be expected, but this information 
cannot take the p lace of observation during the test. Regard-
less of the cause, the element of errors will have to b e con-
sidere d in making interpr.etations. 
The test score itself does not relate why or how it 
was made . A high score may indicate sup erb ability, or it may 
have been t he result of assistance in a test, or overtiming 
by the tester. A low score may indicate low ability, or it 
nmy have been the applicant's failure to understand the direc-
tions. There are many factors which may have affected the 
test score, yet have no direct rela tionship to ability. Such 
..;:-2 ' p . 13 1 
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things as wrong scoring, an applicant being upset or under 
strain, a noisy atmosphere, incorrect timing, all may affect 
the score test. Should the tester permit the applicant who 
failed to pass, the opportunity to retake the test, the test-
er cannot escape the responsibility of making a decision as 
to the value of the score, and what accounted for the appli-
cant's failure to pass. Should the applicant pass the retest, 
she still has to decide whether the score obtained is suffi-
cient to warrant recommendation for the job. 
Consequently if tests are to have significant value, 
it requires that they be employed by competent personnel. In 
an y case, it must be noted that test objectives must be formu-
la ted with care. 
E. Validity and Reliabilit~ 
A test is said to be valid if there is a satisfac-
tory relationship between performance on the tests and per-
formance on the job. If this relationship exists, tests can 
be g iven to applicruLts and their scores will be used as a 
g uide to predict success or failure on the job. Validity is 
established most effectively with the aid of statistical 
methods which indicate the degree of correlation between job 
and test performance. In the selection of c l erical workers, 
tests have proven to be most satisfactory. The tests in use 
are designed to measure what an employee actually can do. 
The data necessary to prove the validity of a battery of 
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tests is obtained by giving tests to applicants. After they 
have been employed, a follow-up record of job performance is 
made, and a comparison is made betwean job performance and 
the test performance of each employee. This will indicate to 
what extent test scores will predict job success, or what 
percent of the unfit employees can be eliminated du~ing the 
hiring procedure. Experience has shown that this is the most 
effective way of evaluating tests. Criteria of job perfor-
mance are the means of which differences in quality of work 
and personal responses of employees are expressed. These 
may consist of the number of telephone calls handled by an 
operator over a definite period of time, or the percent of 
errors made by a toll billing clerk over a particular period. 
Reliable job performance criteria are just as important and 
reliable as tests in establishing the validity of a test. 
Unless the criteria wi th which test results are compared are 
consistent, the real and true validity of a test will be hard 
to determine. 
The objective criteria are those characteristics 
which are not influenced by personal jud~aent. An example 
would be the number of entries typed by a toll billing clerk. 
Another example is the number of calls handled by a telephone 
operator in an hour. Here, the reliability may be affected 
by the volume of the board load at the particular time that 
the peg count is taken; for if one peg count is talcen when 
the load is heavy and another when the traffic is light, un-
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doubtedly the results may vary considerably. 
Subjective criteria results from a judgment of an 
indi vidual. For example, a supervisor's rating of an emp loy-
ee based on performance and observations. The supervisor's 
impressions will result from observing the employee at her 
particular job. This means is the only one used in evaluating 
many of the employees. Such criteria is often subjected to 
personal bias and errors of judgment, and memory. Also the 
observations of a worker are seldom planned so as to obtain 
a representative samp le of an employee's work and consequent-
ly it is referred and used to a lesser de gree than the objec-
tive a ppraisal. The main point of the discussion is that in 
group testing, where one is interested in an average rather 
than individual test results, one can make the test with the 
lower validity perform as well as the others, by sufficient-
ly reducing the selection ratio. "In other words, in group 
testing, a reduction of the selection ratio is a substitute 
for higher validity.".;} The real advantage of reducing the 
selection ratio is when there is difficulty in getting eno ugh 
employees to fill the jobs. 
For a test to be reliable, the ind i v i dual should be 
able to obtain about the same score, excluding practice effort, 
every time she takes the test. Unless a test measures a trait 
consistently, it is of little value in predicting job success. 
Consequently, the reliability of tests is established before 
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they are used for hiring. This is usually performed by giv-
ing the same tests twice to the same group of persons. These 
scores are then correlated to determine the extent of the 
reliability. 
F. Attitude of Management 
Testing of applicants for employment has always 
been a part of the employment procedure at the New England 
Telephone and Telegraph Company. The company feels that the 
use of tests enables them to select a higher caliber appli-
cant more easily than if they had to rely entirely on the 
interviewing process. It has put ability judgments on a 
more objective basis and gives them a better indication of 
the capab ilities and limitations of the applicant. 
Certainly, it is true that a test alone is not 
enough to predict how well one can perform on the job, since 
all the things that make an employee successful and happy 
can't be measured. The personal contact during an inter-
view is the most important contribution to the appraisal of 
an applicant since it affords an insight into such things as 
personal appearance, manners, personality, home and educa-
tional background, and work experience. Yet certain factors 
such as skill and ability can be more accurately and objecti-
vely determined by using the battery o f tests as an aid, or 
tools of dec is ion, rather than depending primarily and sole-
ly upon the interview. 
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Closer screening is _accomplished before a longer 
period of time is taken for longer interviews, and discus-
sions on border line cases are made more easily. After the 
interview is completed, those applicants who appear to have 
the fundamental qualifications are given the battery of tests. 
These results roughly divide the applicants into three groups: 
those who apparently have the capabilities to make the grade; 
those who would in all probability not be able to keep up; 
and those borderline cases who will require f urther inter-
viewing. Consequently, it is easy to see the saving of a con-
siderable amount of the interviewer's time, f or she will not 
have to spend much more time determining the ability of the 
first group of: applicants, and the second group is eliminated 
before a longer interview. The time for extensive question-
ing is highlighted for the third group. 
On the average, the company feels that the caliber 
of incoming employees has improved and this is to some degree 
attributable to the development of the testing program. The 
company considers this battery of tests as an additional val-
uable yardstick in the selection of new employees. 
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G. Administration of Tests 
A poorly administered test is worse than no test be-
cause the result will be misleading. Tests which must be ad-
min istered individually, require a considerable amount of obser-
vation and judgment by the tester to appraise the results. 
Such tests will require the complete attention of the tester 
from the beginning to the end of the test. Group tests are so 
designed that little attention need be given once the test is 
started, except for timing. Experience has revealed that per-
sonal observations add considerable meaning to tests. When 
only one or two persons are being tested, an opportunity for 
such observation should be found, but when a large number are 
tested simultaneously_, the tester will be fully occupied in 
administering the tests and will have very little time to 
devote to individual observations. 
Testing conditions are important. In the telephone 
company their testing room is located adjacent to the employ-
ment office. This room is quiet, well lighted and ventilated-. 
It is spacious enough to allow the applicants to be seated com-
fortably and to allow the tester sufficient space to move about 
the room quietly. Each applicant is -able to clearly hear the 
test instructions, and there are no distractions. These test-
ing conditions which were observed are ideal and offer every 
opportunity to the applicant. 
The responsibilities of the tester are many . She 
must be understanding, sympathetic, and courteous. She will 
give the app licant a feeling of impol.,tance. The first impres-
sion t h at the tester makes upon the applicant is of extreme 
importanc e to the success of test admj_nis tra t ion. First im-
pressiol~ are lasting, and the applicant who is employed will 
remember her first impressions of the company. If the t es t 
results do not justify employment, the applicant will be in-
f o rmed that she is not adapt ed fo1., the position being offered, 
but may apply ag ain at a l a ter date. 
The tester will see that all materia ls are ready f or 
t h e test, such as penci ls, test blanks, and that the a ppli-
cant's identification is fil led in properly on the test b l anks . 
The tester is also responsible for the applicant's understand-
ing the test . In the directions for administ r ation which are 
provided for each test, the tester will read the instructions 
with the appl icant. This reading is to be clear , unhurried, 
and n ever routine . However , t he applicant will have ample 
t ime f or working or understanding the practice problems . The 
ent ire testi~~ pr ogram is timed . The tester is also res pon-
sib l e f or the observation and interpretation of the appli-
c ant1 s b eh avior during the test period. The fa ctors to be 
observed are : 
a Applic ant ' s ma1nLer o f responding to directions . 
b Relative interest in the battery of tests. 
c Meth od of approach . 
d Output o f energ y. 
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e Industry and tenacity. 
f Awkwardness or skill. 
g Facial expressions, gestures and rew~rks. 
h Personal reactions to difficulties imposed. 
i Attitude toward her own performance as well 
as toward the tester. 
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Retesting is never exercised by the company to see 
if the applicant can improve her score, since there is a cer-
tain amount of practice effort when a test is taken again, and 
this is not indicative of an increase in an applicant's abil-
ity. Retesting is confined to those cases where there is 
evidence that the test score obtained is not a reasonable 
true indication of an applicant's ability. Some of the rea-
sons for retesting are: 
1. Failure to understand the test directions. 
2. Incorrect : timing. 
3. Unusual noises or distractions which have inter-
fered with the applicant's performance. 
4. Evidence of an applicant's high degree of nervous 
tension during testing. However, even a noticeable 
amount of so-called nervousness does not necessarily 
prevent an applicant from doing her best. She may 
aPProach her job in the same manner. This should 
be noted as a qualitative observation and may be 
of some value in determining the work for which the 
applicant is best suited. 
IV SELECTION AND PLACEMENT 
A. Centralized Hiring Procedures 
A brief statement of the problems that are involved 
in securing and maintaining an efficient working body reveals 
the futility of leaving its execution to decentralized hiring 
procedures. These are some of its disadvantages: 
a. Controlling and securing qualified personnel. 
b. Analyzing and classifying the requirements of 
the job. 
c. Selecting and placing personnel according to their 
physical, mental and emotional fitness for the job. 
d. Hiring and the "follow upu procedure. 
The appreciation of the value of such a program and its ef-
fectiveness indicates very clearly the ne~d of a centralized 
hiring procedure. 
Some of the obvious reasons for having a central-
ized hiring procedure are: 
• 
a. It is easy for the applicant to apply for employ-
ment 1with the company, since there is only one 
office to a pply for a job. 
b. Contacts with the labor market, agencies, and 
schools can easily be handled by one office rather 
than having it performed by a number of departments. 
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c. The various departments will hardly have the person-
nel who will have adequate time to devote to recruit-
ing and performing the necessary pre-employment 
practices. 
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d. Centralized employment provides trained person-
nel for recruiting, interviewing, and placing 
employees. It is not generally practical to train 
personnel on a departmental level. 
e. Employees are assured of consideration of a great-
er variety of jobs for which they are suited. 
f. The overall employment program is handled more 
expediently and economically. 
The centralized employment office of the telephone company 
was established in December 1945, and is primarily a service 
organization for all departments of the company. The depart-
ment is set up to assist each department in the handling of 
its special problems. Its prime function is to do pre-select-
ing. The final selection of personnel remains in the hands 
of the placement supervisor and finally the department head 
of the department, except in special cases where the responsi-
bility has been assigned to the e~ployment office. 
"Centralized hiring procedures, properly conceived, 
are a compliment to and not an invasion of the line supervis-
or's responsibilities.tt* The department supervisor still re-
tains the right to accept or reject an applicant referred to 
her by the employment office. 
*2, P• 124. 
Since the employment department is primarily a 
service organization, its objectives will, to a great extent, 
depend upon its cooperation with all departments of the com-
pany. It is felt that the employment department should take 
the initiative in establishing this cooperation with the 
departments which it serves. It is necessary that this coop-
eration be exercised in the following situations: 
a. Preparation of job specifications requires the 
cooperation of employees and supervisors. 
b. Coordination of requisitions of departments, so 
that the needs of the department can be deter-
mined in the light of the labor market. 
c. Consideration of the likes and dislikes of depart-
ment supervisors when requisitioning personnel. 
d. Handling transfers, and terminations. 
e. Assisting departments in selecting personnel for 
promotion. 
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Finally, the centralized hiring procedure has a dis-
tinct advantage, since all the hiring requisitions go through 
this one office and all employment records are kept in one 
place, and as a result, there is greater efficiency in the 
hiring and placing of employees. However, under the decen-
tralized employment procedure, the supervisor has neither the 
time, nor the skill to perform the duties of recruiting and 
selecting personnel, and the supervisor can benefit by acknow-
ledging the assistance of a centralized staff agency. 
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B. Employee Induction 
After employment come induction and training. This 
period following the selection of a new employee is a diffi-
cult one. It will determine to a great extent the employee's 
future success. Every effort is made by the company to make 
its first impression a favorable and lasting one with the new 
employee. Induction procedures are aimed at establishing 
and maintaining an amiable relationship between supervision 
and the new employee from the very start. "Modern tech-
niques for introducing an employee are designed to acquaint 
her, not only with the particular task and office regulations, 
but also with the entire organization and its purposes and 
policies."* In preparing the new employee for her work and 
keep i ng pace with the current heavy intake, training facilit-
ies are provided. The following subdivision will discuss this 
program. The objectives that are to be attained in regard to 
each employee during the induction procedure are as follows: 
a. Establish confidence in the company. 
b. Know her duties and responsibilities. 
c. Be acquainted with employee benefits. 
In the first place, confidence in the company on the 
part of the employee is created by the Personnel Department. 
This is the first step in promoting effective collaboration, 
by instilling in the new employee a feeling of satisfaction 
*lB, p. l 
and contentment so that ultimately the employee is proud to 
be a part of the company. 
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Secondly, the interviewer, as part of the induction 
procedure, will explain the job, outline the employee's duties, 
hours of work, promotional opportunities, and the possibility 
of continued employment. 
Finally, after the employee has commenced ·working, 
the department supervisor will relate the employee benefits. 
This discourse, which is carried on by the supervisor, will 
cover a few of the benefits each week. This technique will 
permit the employee to gain a better understanding of the em-
ployee benefits. At the time of induction, the employee is 
presented with an attractive and interesting employee hand-
book entitled "Now that you Belong.',' A copy of this booklet 
is presented to every new employee upon induction. The book-
let briefly discusses: 
a. The company, its history, development, organization. 
b. Personnel policies--what the company expects of the 
employee. 
c. Employee activities and services, such as benefit 
plans, extra curricular activities and job oppor-
tunities. 
d. Stability and security. 
e. Training and advancement. 
f. The company's Safety Program. 
g. Employee's responsibility. 
The effort to provide good service to the public 
fits in naturally with the effort to provide good jobs in 
the telephene industry. Good employees, at good wages, work-
ing under good conditions, has resulted in good service. 
The wages for work· compare favorably with the bet-
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ter wage practices in the community. The company has maintain-
ed this practice in order to attract the high type of employ-
ees necessary to good telephone service. Stability and secur-
ity has been maintained. Even during the depression of the 
1930's the telephone business was one of the least to be affect-
ed. Every precaution has been taken to provide the employee 
with safe and wholesome surroundings at work. The company 
observes legal holidays, and extra compensation is provided 
for employees who work on these days. A new employee will be 
eligible for two weeks vacation after working for the company 
six months. Employees with fifteen years of service are eli-
gible for three weeks vacation. One of the benefits the new 
employee will become better acquainted with as her experience 
in the business grows, is the system for employees' pension, 
disability benefits, and death benefits, generally referred 
to as the "Benefit Plan". After the new employee has been 
with the company six months, she may become a member of the 
Telephone Workers Credit Union. Upon reaching six months' 
employment in the company, employees are entitled to half 
rates on their residence telephone service. T.his discount 
applies to exchange service and toll calls to points within 
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the territory. As an aid to employees in planning for their 
future, the company has provided several thrift plans. The 
extent to which an employee participates is entirely an indi-
vidual decision. The company provides an easy method for par-
ticipating through voluntary payroll deductions. As a result, 
employees can purchase common stock in the American Telephone 
Company, which is the parent company, at a price lower than 
the open market. 
This induction program as outlined is aimed at giv-
ing the employee the feeling that she is a vital and necessary 
part of the organization. To a large extent, it can be said 
that a great deal of the success of a subsequent training and 
performance can be attributed to good induction techniques. 
c. Training of New Employees 
After employment come induction and then training. 
Training programs for new employees have been designed by the 
company. Instructions and supervisors are selected and devel-
oped for this particular work. Practically all of the train-
ing is given to the new employee on company time during her 
regular tour of work. Of importance to the new employee is 
the fact that she is earning her salary while she is learning 
the job. One never stops learning in the telephone business. 
The telephone operator's job is really distinct and 
training is an important function of the traffic department. 
ttTraining must be viewed as an integral part of the whole 
personnel program with all its many activities functionally 
interrelated."-~ 
a. Objective of training: 
The two main objectives of the initial training 
course are as follows: 
1. To train the students to handle an ordinary flow 
of telephone calls. 
2. To prepare the student to become a part of an ef-
fective work team that will reach a high level of 
productive efficiency. 
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The first objective is to teach the student the 
art of processing telephone calls without producing any ap-
preciable reaction on the service, and to do this as quick-
ly as possible, and in an efficient manner. The second 
objective infers that this initial training be the basis of 
a firm foundation, upon which further training will be added 
as the operator continues at her work. 
b. Length of training: 
No experience is needed to acquire a position in 
the telephone company. Learners are given an intensive per-
iod of training, usually from three to five weeks duration. 
During this period of intensive training, the new employee 
is receiving instructions and drilling on the most common 
types of telephone calls, with training and close supervision, 
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,first at dummy switchboards, and then practice on an actual 
switchboard. 
c. Organization: 
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Most of the training is given in the central offices 
close to the operating boards. Instructors usually are super-
visors or senior operators selected from the regular central 
office force. In the larger offices of the company, one in-
structor handles the training of a group of two students. 
She conducts the discussions, drills, and practice sessions. 
The supervisor will require the assistance of an operator to 
handle the control position while she instructs the students. 
Often the supervisor will handle the control board and super-
vise the students at the same time, but this is usually done 
after the training has progressed sufficiently so that direct 
supervision is not necessary. If offices where one student 
is trained at one time, the operator has portable controlled 
practice equipment which will allow her to act as an instruc-
tor and control operator. 
d. Sequence of Learning: 
Ease of learning is the most important factor in 
determining the sequence of operations. Every telephone call 
is considered from the viewpoint of associations built up by 
previous calls or by past experience. If many new conditions 
are to be considered in covering a call, it is broken down 
into two or more calls or postponed until other calls are in-
troduced which will build up the required associations. It is 
important to schedule the various operations in an order 
which will enable the student to acquire poise before taking 
up the more involved features. This concentration is placed 
on direct straightforward connections before introducing dial 
or ke:y; pulsing. This situation permits the student to ac-
quire proficiency more quickly so that she can handle many 
more calls from the beginning. This experience permits her 
to handle basic operations, as handling plugs and keys, sel-
ecting trunks, finding rates, before attempting to master the 
more complex operations of dialing or key pulsing. 
While the training is taking place, difficult opera-
tions that arise and cannot be avoided are usually transfer-
red to an experienced operator. This process of training 
defers learning a complex operation until it can be performed 
under more favorable conditions. 
e. Application of training: 
The instructors' guides are examples of arrangements 
which have met typical requirements. While the training is 
taking place, the service is to be uninterrupted, and the exper-
ienced operators at work are not to be disturbed. 
f. Background of learners: 
This training program is given to those who have had 
no previous experience, although it can be modified. General-
ly an experienced operator who is learning a new type of opera-
ting will require less training. It is apparent that exper-
ienced operators have mastered some points which are helpful 
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in learning more ·advanced operations. These factors are im-
portant in determining how to adjust the training course to 
meet the requirements of experienced operators, and in deter-
mining whether they should be trained in the group or sepa-
rately. 
g. Operating technique: 
The student is first trained in simple operating 
techniques as well as in operating methods. Advanced tech-
niques, however, are avoided for the student will acquire 
them as she becomes more experienced. For example, the tech-
nique of handling plugs, and operating keys, and the proced-
ure of disconnecting are to be learned from the start, but 
overlapping techniques will be learned in the more advanced 
stages. 
h. General instructions: 
Only the fundamental principles are taught which 
will permit the student to meet immediate requirements re-
lative to working conditions. The first step is to teach 
the student what she will need first of all to know in order 
to learn how to operate. 
The student is first cautioned before handling a 
call, that she is not to divulge any of the conversation she 
may acquire during her tour of work pertaining to telephone 
calls. 
i. Voice usage; 
Proper voice usage is undoubtedly an essential ele-
ment in telephone operating. A person having a defective 
voice or speech impediment is not to be selected for this 
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type of work. There is no effort made to change the tone of 
a student's voice for she is expected to act natural in her 
position. It is obvious however, that all students do not 
require the same length of voice instruction, and some will 
need very little of it due to their natural ability. Over-
emphasis on this characteristic may create an unfavorable 
impression, and this is not the intention. The basic require-
ments are naturalness, sincerity, and appropriateness. 
j. Discussion: 
The intent of the discussion period is to prepare 
the operator for the practice session which is to follow. The 
instructor will sit at a vacant switchboard having a student 
on either side of her. If this equipment is not available, 
it is performed at information desks in the operating room. 
The student is to take an active part in the discussion period. 
In proceeding step by step, the student will perform the work 
under close supervision and the instructor will perform hard-
ly at all. However, instruction is forthcoming from the super-
visor as it is needed. This gives the student the opportunity 
to do the operation to the fullest extent of her ability. 
k. Controlled practice: 
It is intended that habits w111 be established during 
the control practice in the operations learned. The student 
will receive a minimum of three hours of control practice opera-
ting each day until commercial operating commences, and then, 
it is gradually reduced. This training provides ample train-
ing of a general nature. After a day or two, the students 
are rotated between practice positions. This helps them 
keep their minds flexible regarding the location of trunks, 
bulletins, and records. 
During the practice periods the student is kept 
busy at all times. When one call is completed, they are to 
handle another. Thus, they soon acquire the fundamental 
routines which are a foundation for learning the more com-
plex operations. The experience is priceless since it af-
fords the student experience. The more training and exper-
ience that is had, the more efficient she will become. Dur-
ing this operation, the instructor's part is to observe and 
listen to each student. An instructor will refrain from 
listening little by little as the student progresses in her 
training. It is evident that the student will learn more 
rapidly at this point by performing the operation and receiv-
ing little distraction. However, the instructor will listen 
to the student's performance at various intervals from the 
practice control position. This will enable her to observe 
the performance not only of the students but that of the 
practice control operator. If the instructor is to give con-
structive criticism, it is done when the call is completed. 
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The purpose underlying controlled practice is to 
give experience to the student. The student will acquire 
poise and confidence by observing experienced operators during 
their training period. The adjacent positions on either 
side of each student are to be occupied by trained operators 
during this training period. These operators who sit on 
either side of the students play an important role in their 
training. 
1. Drills: 
Drills are an important function in the training 
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of a student. For by a series of repetitions, perfection is 
acquired. Examples of such pr ocesses are locating trunk 
groups, writing tickets, and computing charges. By drilling 
the student and concentrating on certain procedures, the des-
ired habits will be developed. 
In order to avoid a lack of interest in the operat-
or's work, the drill periods are shortened. During the drill 
sessions no score is kept for experience alone is the primary 
function in operating. The student's performance will indi-
cate the nature and extent of this requirement. 
m. Listening Recording Practice: 
Under the careful supervision of the instructor, 
the listening recording practice is carried on during the 
heavy peak loads of the day. This practice is held at a 
place other than the practice position. The students can 
listen to and record regular calls during the allotted time 
and under the supervision of the instructor. This practice 
will permit the student to observe conditions and to meet the 
requirements of the customer under normal conditions. To hold 
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the attention of the student the instructor will often con-
centrate on a particular part of the record in order to stress 
its importance. 
n. Commercial Operating: 
After demonstrating the techniques they have acquir-
ed on controlled practice, the next step in the training pro-
gram is the handling of commercial calls. This particular 
phase of the training permits the student to apply the prin-
ciples and techniques to the job itself, and permits the in-
structor to gain additional knowledge of the student's ability 
under normal working conditions. As a result, the ommissions 
and weaknesses of the student can be observed and attended to. 
Before the student begins to handle any commercial calls, she 
is taught to listen and to observe regular operators at their 
work. The appr0ach to this period of observation will vary 
according to the type of work. 
o. Proficiency Analysis: 
The analysis and proficiency rating is performed by 
the instructor, not to measure the operator's work, but to 
analyze the operator's needs. As the training program is 
underway, the instructor will make a proficiency analysis of 
the student's work. The analysis is simplified according to 
requirements of the student and the progress that is made. 
The purpose of introducing this proficiency analysis when the 
training gets started is, not only to recognize the extent of 
the training requirements that will be required, but so that 
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the operator will gain a concept and appreciation of the nec-
essary characteristics that are implicated in handling the 
operator's position. It is important to note that during 
this analysis both the student and the supervisor participate. 
The student performs her work in a most efficient manner, and 
the instructor will observe her actions and record each step 
in the entire process. 
p. Instructor's Guide: 
The guide is issued by the company for the express 
purpose of furnishing the instructor with a detailed list of 
the essential steps of the position and in the order in which 
they are to be learned. In order that the instructor know 
the entire function she must possess a thorough knowledge of 
the subject, and must be a competent teacher. It is then her 
responsibility to convey the knowledge of her experience and 
training to the student and to meet the requirements of the 
student. It is the sole responsibility of the instructor to 
see that the student understands the fundamental principles, 
and that she thinks in applying them. The desire to learn, 
on the part of the student, is a most important function for 
success. 
q. Instructor's Preparation: 
It is a policy that the instructor outline her plans 
for each day to be sure that all of the -important phases are 
covered adequately, to guide the training program, to meet the 
student's needs, and to reach the objective of being able to 
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extend more advanced training. This procedure will for the 
most part instill in the instructor the desire to appraise 
herself which is a most important function. In order to meet 
this requirement, the length of the training period for the 
day is reduced. The training of the student may start on any 
particular day of the week depending upon other conditions 
such as the extent of the need, and the length of the course, 
and the availability of the required equipment. A minimum of 
three hours a day is observed for controlled practice on. com-
mercial operating. A record is completed for each student to 
indicate their progress, and the length of training extended 
to each student, and also any further training that is indicat-
ed by the proficiency analysis. 
r. Additional Training On The Job: 
The new operator having completed this initial train-
ing has only received the fundamental of operating, and the 
more complex operations remain to be learned. These complex 
featm~es of operating would have been confusing to the stu-
dent operator if they were not excluded from her fundamental 
training. These complex procedures of operating will be ac-
quired by the student as she gains additional experience on 
the job. 
At the completion of her fundamental training, the 
new operator is placed under the supervision of a supervisor 
with whom she will now work. This supervisor with whom she 
will work, may or may not have taken part in her training. 
This supervisor will be responsible for teaching her the more 
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involved procedures while doing her work. The more experi-
enced operators with whom the new student is to now work are 
specifically selected and trained, knowing that the new opera-
tor has just completed the training program. 
The new operator will work beside the more experienc-
ed operator, so that the work of the new operator can be ob-
served by the experienced operator, and she can offer assis-
tance if it should be required. It is not intended that this 
assistance be considered as further training, but rather that 
they develop harmonious relationship as employees, and the 
experienced operator will simply be available if the need 
arises. The responsibility of aiding the new operator, how-
ever, still remains. The work of the experienced operator 
should not suffer materially during this period. 
The students after they have completed the initial 
training should be able to proceed and establish themselves 
on the essentials of the job without having to learn those 
new things for which they will have very little need at the 
present time. 
This discussion has been designed to convey a 
general conception of the primary training that a new operator 
will encounter. This is only a part of the overall training 
scheme. An operator will continue to learn with her addition-
al experience on the job. Now that methods of handling calls 
are constantly being revised, this necessitates additional 
training. It may take only a few months to master the 
mechanics of putting through calls, but that is only part of 
an operator's job. Central office training and instruction 
programs will accompany the telephone operator at all stages 
of her telephone career. 
The training of clerical workers which is equally 
important is given in an informal manner while the employee 
works on her job. Training is largely by co-workers or 
senior clerks. When a company has grown, its clerical pro-
cedures become complicated and ramified. The functions of 
the individual worker are simplified. This is so because 
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the various clerical positions in the company are ordinarily 
concerned with only a specific part of the total work. 
Clerical positions consequently vary in the skill-knowledge 
requirements. Some positions involve responsibility for a 
large amount of the clerical work of the company. R'outine 
clerical positions in the Accounting Department such as file, 
bill enclosing, ticket clerks, require very little training. 
Other jobs are highly technical, such as the duties of statis-
tical clerks. The position of typist may be limited to a 
very narrow range of work, but her skill must be highly 
developed for efficient performance. Her training will con-
sist of reading the company's stenographic manual which will 
outline for her the rules and regulations governing company 
correspondence. In the clerical field there are positions 
ranging from highly complicated and technical work through 
multiple simple operations. These jobs may require months of 
specialized training on the job. Although there is some 
diversity in the types of work which are classified as cler-
ical, many different clerical positions have certain common 
tasks which are similar in nature. This is one of the reas-
ons that clerical workers can transfer from one position to 
another with a minimum of training. Similarly, employees 
who do well in clerical work tend to have the same common 
abilities. These capabilities are so apparent that special-
ized potentiality for clerical work is often referred to as 
clerical aptitude. This term is often used to stand for all 
of those abilities which make for success in clerical work. 
D. Promotion of Employees 
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A sound promotion policy is consequently an impor-
tant function of the Personnel Department. The term promotion 
is defined as follows. It is advancing an employee to a bet-
ter position. Better in terms of added responsibility, 
greater importance, and greater earning capacity. "It is the 
method that leads employees upward in the pyramid of organi-
zation, and in this sense is a promotion.n* 
The most important question today in promotion is 
the significant value that is placed upon seniority and ability. 
There is an increasing tendency in firms like the telephone 
company, where the employees are unionized, to place greater 
*21, p. l 
weight on seniority than on ability and performance. As a 
result, there is a basic question which arises in the mind 
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of the new employee. Is the employee who has longer service 
first in line for promotion? Under the terms of the contract, 
ability and length of service are the determining factors. 
Since ability can be the determining factor in granting a 
promotion, there is sufficient incentive for a new employee 
to improve her performance on the job. Recall, that before 
the applicant was hired, the interviewer discussed the com-
pany promotion policy in detail. The applicant learned how 
a telephone operator has the opportunity of advancing to 
Junior Supervisor, Supervisor, Instructor, Assistant Chief 
Operator, and Chief Operator. In the case of a clerical 
worker, she has the opportunity to advance to a supervisory 
position, or a specialized non-supervisory position. The 
performance of each new employee is observed by an instructor, 
and the company is convinced that every employee is constant-
ly striving to perfect their performance. 
The object sought in the seniority plan is, however, 
a laudible one. It is aimed at assuring continuity of emp loy-
ment for its employees, and is rewarding long service and pre-
sumably superior ability due to long service, and it encourages 
employees to remain with the company. 
This raises the next basic question: Is seniority 
always the determining factor in promoting an employee? In the 
event of a promotion, every employee is given consideration. 
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thori ty to make promotions solely based on seni-ority;: and i _£ 
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considers the senior employee first. If the seni~r- ~mp~~yse 
is not qualified for the job as evidenced by performance or 
ability, then the company can promote a junior employee. 
Seniority is determined by the length of service that an em-
ployee has at a particular office, and her length of service 
at that location. It is a company policy to notify the per-
son who was not selected, and outline the reasons for her 
rejection. This procedure is designed to maintain good morale. 
Today, in the telephone industry, the training of new employ-
ees, keeping up-to-date records of their employment activi-
ties, transferring them when advisable, divising new methods 
of promotion, are all phases of the employment problem. 
E. Discipline and Discharge 
Until human nature attains great perfection, the 
fullest measure of individual freedom of action can 
be realized only within the framework of an expres-
sed discipline. In the social situation, this takes 
the form of laws; in industry, it is manifest in 
standards. Firmness in securing conformity in both 
instances is wholly consistent with our democratic 
approach. But the requirements must be fair, the 
reasons behind them must be clear, and insofar as 
possible, they must be arrived at cooperatively. 
This is the road to self-discipline; this is the 
aim of a wise leadershiP•* 
Good discipline is the result of positive leader-
ship in the company. It is the task of the employment man-
-~19, p. 36 
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ager to guide this policy and see to it that his staff puts 
it into effect. The underlying philosophy of discipline is 
conceived in the broader thinking of the whole field of in-
dustrial relations. Its methods are influenced by the labor 
market, and by the attitude of the union. 
Individual maladjustments and behavior difficulties 
can be traced in many cases to improper placement. Positive 
control of behavior and performance begins in the employment 
office. Since the employment interviewer is accurate in her 
a ppraisal of an applicant, and since her judgment is con-
firmed with reliable selection measures, instances of improper 
assignment of employees are avoided. 
Every employee in the telephone company is a part of 
a work team. The objective of this organization is to serve 
the public quickly and efficiently. Failure of any one per-
son to work towards this objective will impede efficiency. 
Consequently every phase of employer-employee relationship 
is directed toward promoting greater responsiveness to the 
demands of the whole work situation, to the job, to the em-
ployees, to her supervisor, and to the company as a whole. 
The real emphasis is placed on securing the real personal in-
terest of the employee, motiwation from within, and thus en-
courage conformity to an orderly operation and a sound indus-
trial relations program. Since the telephone company care-
fully selects and trains their employees, the problem of 
discipline is practically negligible. 
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Since the rules and regulations of the company are 
clearly stated to the employee, they have been respected. 
Experience reveals that the majority of the employees sincere-
ly want to do what is expected of them when they come to work. 
Since the basic conditions that result in good discipline are 
present in the company, the employees seldom violate these 
rules. In other words, the employees are self-disciplined. 
It is to be expected, however, that there will al-
ways be a few employees who at times will violate these rules. 
The disposition of these cases is the direct responsibility 
of the employee's immediate supervisor. 
Sound discipline accompanies recognition of the em-
ployee's supervisor. Such recognition has been enforced in 
the telephone company and it has been earned. The fact that 
a woman has been designated as supervisor invests in her the 
normal amount of authority. The use of this effective auth-
ority presents a natural growth, fruition of the seeds of 
trust and confidence which the supervisor will cultivate in 
the employees under her jurisdiction. The supervisor has 
been advised by top management to always seek the cooperation 
of employees. The most powerful long-range incentives to 
effective discipline are good treatment, adequate leadership 
by their supervisors, good working conditions, good wages, 
opportunity for advancement, and management's interest in 
every employee. The telephone company has consequently main-
tained good employee relationship and has established sound 
industrial relations practices and policies. 
From the employee's standpoint, discharging an 
employee for violating a policy, for ineff iciency, or some 
other serious offense is a serious matter. The employee 
realizes that it weakens her opportunity of securing employ-
ment with a new company if the prospective employer learns 
the reason for leaving her last job. Furthermore, since it 
will affect her opportunity to earn a livi ng, it may also 
a f fect her social standing and standards of living. Whether 
the discharge is voluntary or involuntary, it represents a 
loss of time, and resources spent in hiring and training the 
employee. Finally, discharging an employee whether or not 
it is justified will affect the morale and performance of 
other employees in the department. 
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It is pertinent also to explain how a discharge is 
handled in the telephone company and how it assures fairness 
to the employee. First, it is the responsibility of the em-
ployee's supervisor to correct the condition by having a 
private interview with the employee. If this procedure fails, 
the matter is referred to the office manager. The superin-
tendent, or area employment manager is onl y contacteq if the 
problem is referred from the lower echelon. This procedure 
is provided both as a check on the supervisor's action and 
to give the employee the opportunity to present her case if 
she feels she has been unjustly treated. The discussion is 
handled on an i~formal basis at all levels, and each case is 
decided on its individual merits. 
The telephone office exists to provide a life as 
well as a livelihood. Hence, the objective of office manage-
ment is not the existence of an atmosphere of fear and gloom. 
It is truly an atmosphere of cheerfulness and fellowship. 
In conclusion, discipline in the telephone office 
is the result of good employer-employee relationship, and as 
a result discipline and discharge constitutes a minute pro-
blem of their overall personnel functions. 
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V ATTITUDE AND MORALE 
A. Working Conditions 
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Unlike a large office of a manufacturing business, 
where all employees work at one location, employees of the 
telephone company are found in almost every community. Some 
of the smaller com_munities have exchanges employing only a 
few employees. In the larger cities there are large tele-
phone exchanges employing a large number of telephone opera-
tors. Regardless of the location, work surroundings through-
out this industry are good -- often better than those common-
ly existing in industrial offices. Hours of work, however, 
are a special problem, as in any industry which must render 
continuous service to the public. 
The executive offices of the company which employs 
a larg e percentage of the employees in the Boston area is 
located at 185 Franklin Street, Boston. This is a new modern 
twenty story building which was constructed in 1947, and of-
ficially occupied in January 1949. It is convenient to the 
shopping district and all modes of transportation facilities. 
One is immediately impressed upon entering this building for 
the f'irst time. A spirit of' f'riendliness and hospitality 
will be extended by the employees you contact. 
"The provision of good working conditions is in 
no sense welfare work. It is a plain business and human 
necessity. This is another case where executive attention 
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to the problem is the price of good results.n* Working con-
ditions comprise all of the environmental factors, material as 
well as nonmaterial that affect the happiness of the worker 
during her hours of work. Equipment, sanitation, heat, light, 
ventilation, group ·spirit, rest periods, in fact the entire 
relationship of the employee and her work has an effect upon 
her reaction to her job and are a part of working conditions. 
The regard in which an employee is held by her fellow associ-
ates is a very important part of her working conditions. 
The~e is no question but that each of these factors has an 
influence upon the happiness of the worker, but these are not 
the only factors. The social influence is more difficult to 
measure than the physical, and each employee reacts dif f er-
e ntly to the same social environment. 
This newly constructed building has every modern 
facility available to the employee. The normal work week is 
five days with tours of duty ordinarily not exceeding eight 
hours per day. A formal rest period of 15 minutes is sched-
uled for operators and supervisors at about the mid-period of 
each half of the workday. Rest periods in the clerical depart-
ments and divisions are not usually so definitely scheduled, 
but there is a general understanding that employees are allow-
ed a mid-morning and mid-after~oon break for a snack and relaxa-
tion. Lunch periods are an hour, except .that in some central 
offices, local agreements provide for a half hour. 
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The physical environment of employees is a deter-
mining factor of health, happiness, and maximum efficiency. 
There are attractive lounging rooms with comfortable chairs, 
couches, desks, telephones available for the employee's use. 
These rest rooms are provided in many buildings for those 
employees feeling the need of complete solitude and relaxa-
tion during lunch and rest periods, or during the period be-
tween the sessions of split tours. These rest and recreation 
rooms have become a part of the necessary equipment. Rest 
r.ooms were installed as a measure of health preservation. In 
the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company, the employees 
have taken pride in these rest rooms and have even provided 
part of the furnishings themselves. Their large offices have 
nurses, and sometimes doctors, for first-aid emergency treat-
ment needs and to give medical advice . Excellent lighting and 
air conditioning is prevalent in their buildings . This con-
dition also contributes directly to the employee's physical 
well-being, and the ease with which she can work . Attractive 
surroundings afford relief from the strain and the monotony 
of the work . The unappetizing lunch that an employee brought 
from home and ate at her desk or restroom has passed into his-
tory . The size of our city, and the inability of the employee 
to return to her home because of time consumed in traveling, 
was responsible for the development of the cafeteria. There 
is a two fold purpose for operating these cafeterias, namely 
the accommodation of the employee, and the ability to secure 
good meals at a reasonable cost. In many of the smaller 
buildings, there are kitchenettes so that employees can pre-
pare their own lunches. 
All of these benefits have improved the employer-
employee relationship in the company, and it is no wonder 
that their employees are proud of the working conditions. 
B. What Women Want From Their Jobs 
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Management has realized that wages and shorter work-
ing hours are the two most important benefits an employee 
seeks. While this is true, there are still many nonmonetary 
benefits which are considered of great importance by employ-
ees of the company. It is doubtful whether raising wages and 
reducing hours of work would produce a lasting satisfaction 
on the part of employees. It is felt that if tAis action 
were taken that there still would. be a continuation of dis-
contentment. 
The lack of understanding as to what women really 
want from their jobs has not only been limited to management. 
Quite often employees themselves are dubious as to whether 
they are happy in their work and hardly are aware of what is 
required to make them happy. This approach does not infer 
that these employees are unintelligent or that they are in-
efficient. It does, however, demonstrate a well established 
principle of human behavior, and that quite often it is very 
difficult for employees to clearly express the feeling which 
underlies their actions. Obviously, in our work associ-
ations we can recall an employee who while working under 
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one supervisor is unhappy in her work relationship, and, 
while working under another supervisor or in another depart-
ment of the company is so contented and performs so effic-
ciently. 
One of the factors considered most important by 
employees is steady employment. This provision or guarantee 
is not a new idea, but it has received increasing attention 
during recent years. Various terms are used to describe it. 
Sometimes it has been called "guaranteed employment" and 
often it has been referred to as "Guaranteed wages". In any 
event, the reasoning is that the employee desires to be pro-
vided with a guaranteed wage throughout the work year. The 
telephone industry, although it does not have a formal guar-
anteed annual wage, has consistently provided steady employ-
ment fqr its employees even during periods of economic diffi-
culty. 
It is apparent that the average employee seeks many 
other benefits besides financial return. Some of these fac-
tors are described as the relative status of the employee 
within a social and economic group with which she is identi-
fied, her relations with her supervisors and work associates 
in the office, the nature of her work, her salary, hours of 
work, promotional opportunities, freedom from close supervis-
ion, the satisfaction of doing a good job, work environment, 
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degree of responsibility, fatigue, and vacation benefits. 
The successful employee wants to do a good job and to be 
reasonably sure that her job is secure provided her work is 
satisfactory. In addition to these factors, the employee 
wants to feel that she will be working with a group of employ-
ees that will accept her so that she will feel like an integ-
ral part of the organization. 
These benefits have been so well planned and devel-
oped in the telephone industry that employee morale is main-
tained on a high level, and as a result, there is an effic-
ient and cooperative spirit in the entire company. 
c. The Measurement of Morale 
Morale is defined as a 11mental condition which 
leads individuals and groups willingly to subordinate their 
personal objectives, temporarily and within reason, to fur-
ther the company's service objectivest'·* Morale is not .a 
thing sought in itself, but it is the result of satisfactory 
group relationships. Morale too has a definite significance. 
The telephone company, as a part of its morale building pro-
gram, has made every effort to utilize the skill, initiative, 
judgment, and training of its employees. As a result, these 
abilities have constantly expanded, and the company has been 
able to succeed and grow. It is evident that success and 
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growth accompany positive morale. Required supervision can 
then be lessened when collective thought and additional ef-
fort is exemplified. Such a condition reduces waste and in-
cr e ases work efficiency and quality. This is an objective 
of the company. 
The telephone company has been keenly interested 
at all times in the attitudes of their employees towards 
their company. They have evaluated the effectiveness of 
their efforts to create positive morale conditions by inter-
preting their employee losses, absenteeism, and tardiness 
statistics. Labor turnover is also a good index of employ-
ees unrest, particularly during a period of labor shortage. 
It has been a fair means of comparing group attitudes dur-
i n g normal periods of business activity. In addition, an 
analysis of employee grievances will give some measurement 
of the status of morale. Excessive absenteeism or tardi-
ness will tend to indicate morale conditions especially if 
t h e rate is higher in one department than in another. 
Even though mora:le is an intangible item, it can 
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be measured. "Thorndike, long ago pointed out that what-
ever exists, exists in some amount, and whatever exists in 
s ome amount can be measured."* It is a certainty that morale 
does exist whether or not we are aware o f its presence. It 
is evident among a group of employees in an office, and it 
is instrumental in determining success or failure of the 
business enterprise. 
* 6 , p . 462 
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Another means of determining the general employee 
attitude towards the company is by analyzing the exit inter-
view. This will reveal the employee's attitude toward spec-
ific practices of the company, supervisors, and department. 
It also helps to retain desirable employees and provides a 
means of checking employee attitudes covering wages, working 
conditions, employment, and the reason for the termination. 
The exit interview will definitely reveal the exact 
cause of dissatisfaction. Very often an employee is not will-
ing to discuss her true feelings with her immedia~e super-
visor. However, the employee who is terminating her employ-
ment with the company is usually quite frank about express-
ing her feelings and management has found the interview to 
be a valuable source of info~aation. Management by utiliz-
ing this source of information will become aware of the pol-
icies that need to be reviewed, and this information is also 
instrumental in helping management formulate future manager-
ial policies. 
The level of morale is as significant and in some 
instances more significant than other working conditions. 
Physical factors such as light, heat, ventilation are not as 
important in affecting work efficiency as is the level of 
morale. While high morale is a positive factor, unrest is 
the negative factor. If morale is good, then unrest is prac-
tically non existant; but if morale is low, unrest tends to 
dominate. Morale can also be described as the attitude of a 
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group of employees towards their job and their outlook on 
all of the conditions of employment in relation to each 
other and to the company. It is the employee's attitude to-
wards her job and her degree of prominence in the company. 
An essential feature of the employee's personal attitude 
towards her job is her interest. If the employee finds her 
work interesting and appealing, she is not likely to become 
dissatisfied and discontented. 
Human interest itself is a complicated state. It 
is often related directly to certain basic motivations which 
are called instincts, appetites, urges:, :. wishes, and drives. 
An employee's interest in her work is presumed to arise from 
the urge to satisfy these human needs. Thus, interest is 
often aroused by the opportunity for recognition by one's 
fellow employees, and by the satisfying of a craving for an 
amployee's wanting to work at a unique operation like tele-
phone operating. When the work situation and environment is 
new, the work performance varies, and the operator is always 
learning something new in connection with her position, so 
that her interest is constantly aroused. At the same time, 
it is recognized that interest is closely related to fatigue. 
However, every problem encountered by the telephone operator 
is a new and distinct one so that the employee's interest is 
held even after long periods of continued performance. This 
is explainable because operators have an interruption in 
their work program, for the operator is permitted to take a 
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rest period at a designated interval in the morning and after-
noon, and to rest results in lessened evidence of fatigue. 
Efforts have been made to describe a quantitative definition 
of fatigue in which an employee's physical condition changes 
according to the amount of effort that is consumed. Fatigue 
does not occur all at once, but it appears gradually during 
the workday according to the rate of output. It also appears 
to be cumulative. 
The contributing factors of fatigue are speed and 
complexity. We could scarcely picture to ourselves the spec-
tacle of modern life without a telephone at our service. Now 
one part of this complicated mechanism, one link in the chain 
between two voices, is the operator's voice which answers 
every call day or night. Her position involves a certain 
amount of technical detail since the smallest form of tele-
phone connection requires many separate processes on the part 
of the operator. The center of the telephone system is the 
"exchange". Upon entering an operating room of an exchange, 
one sees perhaps hundreds of young women seated side by side, 
on adjustable chairs facing a switchboard. The vertical 
face of the board is marked off into sections and panels, 
like a honeycomb with its many holes. Each hole in the lower 
panel of the vertical board is the terminal of a subscriber's 
telephone, and the holes are so distributed that each opera-
tor is responsible for a certain number. Just over each hole 
or "answering jack" as it is called, there is a glass covered 
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orifice, containing a miniature light which glows whenever 
there is an incoming call. This light, together with a click-
ing sound which the operator hears when she listens in, tells 
the operator she is being called. On the upper half of the 
vertical board known as the "multiple" are the jacks of all 
telephones connected with the exchange by which the operator 
can connect her incoming calls with the party whom they are 
calling. However, with the development of the dial system, 
the workload of the operator has be en reduced considerably. 
The operator must be continually at top notch expectancy, 
watching for the flash of signal lights. This gives a pros-
pective employee to a small degree some appreciation of the 
strain of this occupation upon the senses of sight, hearing, 
and touch, as well as exercising muscular dexterity of reach-
ing high up and to the side of the board. The development 
of the dial system in many exchanges had reduced the muscular 
fatigue for the operator's work now is mainly confined right 
in front of her. 
In connection with the discussion of fatigue, Alex-
ander Mosso devised an apparatus called the ergograph, to 
study muscular contraction. The ergograph is an instrument 
constructed to record the contractions of a single muscle or 
a group of muscles. For example, the arm and hand, except 
the middle finger may be supported and held fast. The person 
experimented upon contracts her middle finger at regular in-
tervals therby lifting a known weight to a definite height or 
I 
stretching a spring of known tension. As in the myograph, 
contractions are recorded by curves upon a revolving cylin-
der, and show a steady diminution of the lifting power of 
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the muscles, the rate and regularity of the diminution dif-
fering with individuals. If the highest point of the curves 
recorded on the cylinder are joined together, the result is 
a curve of characteristic form for each individual, known as 
the fatigue curve. This curve remains practically the same 
for each person, whether the contractions are voluntary or 
due to electric stimulation. Some persons tire quicker than 
others, while some work at a fast pace and suddenly tire out, 
others work slowly. This is borne out by the record of the 
ergograph which shows graphically how great are the variet-
ies of working capacities. (See Figure VI). By the use of 
the ergograph, many of the mental factors in fatigue are re-
vealed. It also indicates that if sufficient rest periods 
are allowed between contractions, fatigue is negligible. 
Even though much progress has been made in measur-
ing morale, future developments will undoubtedly even make 
this problem easier to cope with than it is today. Evidence 
already exists to - indicate that the use of these measurements 
will aid in the solution of many personnel problems. Company 
policies that are not satisfactory to employees can be recog-
nized. Employee reaction to such subjects as wages, insur-
ance and pension programs, and promotional opportunities can 
also be determined. 
Figure VI The ~.~easure:r: ent Of Fatigue 
IIIIIL ~ l I ltL. ~----~------~ 2 1 
Source: From r,rosso Is Fatigue • 
Series of contractions of the flexor muscles of a 
human finger. The muscle was stimulated electrically 
every two seconds and the resulting contractions were 
involuntary. The charts indicate that when rest periods 
were allowed fati gue was reduced. 
Record 1. When the muscle was fresh. 
Record 2. After three and a half hours had been spent in 
the oral examination of students. 
Record 3. After the completion of the examinat i on. 
- p~272 
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D. Factors Affecting the Morale of Employees 
The preceding subdivision attempted to indicate how 
morale is measured. In this sub-division attention turns to 
the principle factors which affect the morale of employees. 
Basic to most of the procedures employed to improve 
the morale of employees and to maintain it at high levels is 
an analysis of the factors and an understanding of the relat-
ionship between the attitude of employees and the working 
conditions. A process of analyzing the means to cope with 
strikes, labor turnover, absenteeism, tardiness, and monotony 
must be carefully reviewed. This is a continual process in 
the telephone company for it is an elementary step in main-
taining and improving morale. 
Here is a list of the factors which will affect the morale of 
employees. 
l. Job -security and employment stabilization. 
2. Frequency and method of paying wages. 
3. Vacation and holiday practices. 
4 . Personnel counselling. 
5. Compensation (base pay). 
6. Formal plans for determining basic rates of pay 
(job evaluation program). 
7. Induction training. 
8. Company medical and health programs. 
9. Operating and maintenance of company cafeterias. 
10. Total hours worked per day per week. 
11. Transportation facilities. 
12. Shifts (time starting and finishing work). 
13. Smoking privileges. 
14. Working conditions in office. 
15. Physical condition of recreation and rest rooms. 
16. General appearance of exterior part of buildings. 
17. Rest periods. 
18 . Length of lunch period. 
19. Employee benefits such as life insurance, sickness 
insurance, and pension payments. 
20. Social and recreational facilities. 
21. Labor unions. 
22. Type of union leadership. 
23. Employment records--accuracy and completeness of 
employee's history with the company. 
24. Labor turnover rate (its (3ffect on morale of 
employees). 
25. Opportunities for advancement. 
26. Practice of hiring outsiders for responsible jobs 
versus promotion from within. 
27. Contact with executives (opportunity to see them 
occasionally). 
28. Domestic relations and home conditions. 
29. Employment methods including selection, interview-
ing, and placement. 
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30. Policies and practices regarding discharge of 
employees. 
31. Your own temperament--ability to get along with 
others. 
32. Your confidence in yourself. 
33. Company's attitude toward employees 'its inter-
pretation of policies--whether liberal or con-
servative). 
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34. Your family's attitude toward your company and job. 
35. Employee's attitude toward supervision. 
36. Quality of supervision. 
One conclusion from an analysis of these factors 
emphasizes the importance that the company places upon keep-
ing all of its employees advised on current problems and 
developments. The intercommunication is an effective means 
of improving and maintaining morale. Many devices are used 
for this purpose including the employee's publication and 
bulletin boards. The company's monthly publication entit-
led "Telephone Topics", is also an important means of in-
creasing and maintaining interest arrl morale. The major pur-
pose is development and maintenance of an esprit de corps 
among employees, a result which is accomplished in several 
ways. It is a means of con~unication by which the company 
presents and interprets its ideas to the employees, and the 
employees disclose their attitudes arrl viewpoints. Through 
this publication, employees become acquainted with the work 
of other employees, other departments, and even other ex-
changes, for the purpose of this publication includes famil-
iarizing every employee with the activities in which the 
company is engaged. Social and recreational affairs as 
exemplified in the telephone company where employees gather 
and become better acquainted with each other is undoubtedly 
a contributing factor to good morale. 
One of the chief factors of maintaing high morale 
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is the feeling of security and certainty. If this is lost, 
wage increases will hardly restore i .t. The telephone company 
has always maintained steady employment and good wages for all 
its employees. This fact is more often taken for granted. 
Finally, no function is more closely related to the 
maintenance of an employee's morale than discipline. If em-
ployees feel that rules have been Ul~easonably applied, then 
their morale may be affected. Discipline must be maintained. 
As has been noted in the preced ing chapter, rules are design-
ed to maintain discipline in the office. They are essen tial 
for the maintenance of a successful business. The essential 
consideration is their application without giving rise to 
unfavorable effects on morale. 
E. The Exit Interview 
The exit interview is a means of identifying em-
ployee dissatisfaction. This interview is really the last 
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of many steps in a broad program which has as its objective 
the maintenance of an efficient working force. As in the 
case of most other activities, the greatest good is obtained 
from termination interviews when adequate attention is ex-
tended to all the aspects of the plan. First, the purposes 
of the interview must be understood , and there are several. 
Secondly, the interview must be performed by qualified person-
nel, and in such a manner to bring out the pertinent facts in 
each individual case. When the real reason for the resig -
nation is ascertained, then consider ation is given as to 
whether the loss should be saved, and how to do so. Finally, 
the compilation of the information obtained in all the inter-
views must be used in such ways as may be appropriate in keep-
i ng f uture losses within .reasonable bounds. 
The purposes of the termination interview are: 
1. To obtain complete and accurate inf ormation as 
to the reason or reasons f'or the resignation. 
2. To decide whether to attempt to retain the employee. 
3. To avert futm~e resignations. 
4. To see to it, if at all possible, that the employee 
has a friendly attitude towards the company. 
5. To inform the emp loyee that she may a gain apply for 
' ~-
employment, and that she will be welcomed and 
given every consideration. 
The exit interviews are performed at the central-
ized employment office of the company. Consequently, when 
the chief operator .learns of an intended resignation, the 
employment office is notified. Obviously, if the interview 
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is held on the day the resignation is made known, the chances 
of saving the loss are better. Otherwise, the employee may 
have had the opportunity to make other arrangements. The 
interview timing is important, and it is best to hold it in 
the early part of the morning or after lunch. It would not 
be appropriate to hold it right before lunch time, or just 
before the office closed. 
The technique of interviewing is something that 
can be acquired. This is particularly so in the interview-
ing of resigning employees for the objective of the inter-
viewer is to have the employee express her reason for resign-
ing. Performance of the interviewer will improve with exper-
ience. 
The interview is conducted in a private off ice to 
insure against interruptions once the interview begins. This 
is important because an employee may hesitate to reveal all 
the facts in view of other people. Getting the employee in 
the right frame of mind is important. A frank statement 
should be made regarding the purpose of the interview. For 
example, the employee can be told that whenever an employee 
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contemplate s leaving, the company is interested in learning 
the reason or reasons to prevent future losses. The employee 
is then assured that the information revealed will be held in 
confidence. As a result, the employee will start talking. 
vVhile the employee is explaining the reason, she may become 
aware of tpe fact that the real reason is trivial, and that 
it hardly justifies her leaving the company. 
The ideal interview is one in which the employee 
furnishes complete information about her resignation, and 
questions on the part of the interviewer are kept at a mini-
mmn. These statements are made much more accurate than those 
which are forthcoming as a result of interrogating by the 
interviewer. The interviewer, however, may ask questions if 
the employee makes obscure statements and more specific infor-
mation is desired. It is also natural that an employee omits 
certain pertinent points during her discussion, either pur-
posely or otherwise. At this point, a question is necessary 
to obtain this vital information. After the interview has 
been closed and the employee is leaving, the employee may 
make casual remarks which were not revealed during the inter-
view but which may have significant value. The interviewer 
should keep this point in mind. 
The primary purpose of the interview is to learn 
exactly why the employee decided to resign. This is the basis 
of accomplishing all the other objectives of the interview, 
namely, saving the loss, obtaining information to prevent fu-
ture losses, and insuring a friendly relationship with the 
employee leaving the company. Having determined the reason 
or reasons for the employee's resignation, the interviewer 
has to determine in her own mind whether she believes the 
employee's decision is a correct one, and to her own inter-
ests. If the answer is affirmative, then there should be 
no attempt to save the loss. Nevertheless, the interview 
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has been known to have justifiably saved some employee losses. 
Obviously, in a difficult employment situation, it does not 
take much success along this line to justify the amount of 
time spent with employees who are resigning, in an effort to 
have some of them continue in the work for which they have 
been trained and developed. In this situation, the interview-
er must keep one point in mind, namBly, that the final decis-
ion of the employee to resign her position was made as a 
result of her own intuition. If the employee is to change 
her decision, she must do her own reasoning. The approach 
of the interviewer should simply be: 
1. To furnish any additional information to the 
employee which might b~ helpful in chang ing her 
decision. 
2. To suggest the various ways in which the problem 
may be handled, to enable her to continue her 
employment. 
3. To clear up any facts that may have misled the 
employee. 
It is important to note that no employee should be 
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impressed with the viewpoint that she is being coaxed to 
stay with the company. Because, the employee may change her 
decision temporarily and stay, it is doubtful that her decis-
ion will be permanent. Should the employee resign to accept 
another position, this reason is usually withheld by the em-
ployee. The most common reason given in these cases is dis-
satisfaction with wages, hours, and dislike of the work . In 
these cases whenever it is possible the following information 
should be learned. The name of the new employer, the. type of 
work that the employee is to do, and the hours of work and 
wages. This is advisable since it will help the company keep 
future losses of this type at a minimum. 
The most common reasons for terminations are the 
following: 
1. Resigning to take another position. 
2. Higher wages. 
3. Better working hours, with no. night work. 
4 . Dislike of work. 
5. Promotional opportunities not occurring more 
frequently. 
6. Moving to another location. 
7. Marriages. 
Management, in its efforts to make the job of tele-
phone operating such that it will be c onsidered a g ood job by 
those who hold it, is aided considerably when it knows what the 
employees themselves think of the job, the work, the hours, 
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the wages, the benefits, and any other pertinent facts. This 
is particularly so when the company learns what the UP~avor­
able features of the job are from the employee who performs 
t h e work. This is when the interview has its greatest value 
in that it discloses changes in employee attitudes that re-
sult from changing conditions. Since the employment inter-
viewer also conducts the exit interview, information is often 
obtained which she can use to advantage in future employment 
practices. A summary is also kept by management indicating 
the number of resignations broken down according to depart-
ment and location, and the reasons for terminations. Once a 
comprehensice picture of the reasons for resignation has been 
develo p ed, it is simply a matter o f transferring those facts 
for appropriate action. 
VI RESULTS OF PROPER SELECTION AND PLACEMENT 
A. Employee Cooperation 
Much has been written about the monotonous charac-
t er of present-day work in the office. To combat this chal-
leng e, the telephone industry has made its work for the em-
ployee most interesting. 
Certainly it is not a pleasant situation to con-
ceive thousands of employees confined for eight hours a day 
on a job requiring close application. It is no exaggeration 
to state that permanence, efficiency, and humanity of this 
system stand in the last analysis upon its ability to uti-
lize the constructive impulses of all its employees,--upon 
its ability to arouse and maintain their interest. 
The problem of arousing employees' interest is a 
practical one. It is necessary though at first to analyze 
the concepts of ninteresttt and 11 monotonyu. An employee is 
interested in her work when the activity of the job keeps 
her interest occupied either absorbing her with its prob-
lems, or the enjoyment in its performance. An employee is 
interested in her job when she has a definite objective and 
makes a contribution towards the result. Monotony, on the 
other hand, is present when the employee's job is so habit-
ual that it almost becomes automatic and requires little of 
her attention. A job in itself, therefore, is not always 
interesting. It will depend to some extent in t h e relation-
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ship between the individual job and the employee. It must 
be pointed out that a job is not inherently monotonous. It 
simply may appear monotonous to the employee. The position 
must satisfy the employee, and in order to accomplish this, 
the position must be interesting to her in relation to her 
capabilities, and interest. 
The position of telephone operator is far from 
being monotonous since every call the operator processes is 
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a distinct one requiring individual care and attention. In 
carrying out the duties of her work, the operator's perfor-
mance is checked by supervisors and instructors. At most 
positions an operator is not engaged with one call at a time, 
but is watching for new signals, watching calls in process 
for recalls, and watching for disconnects. On the outward 
boards many calls must be ticketed and timai. The ticketing 
and timing must be done speedily, accurately, and legibly, as 
the entries are used as a guide in following through on con-
nections and also for billing and accounting records. The 
operator must obtain all of the necessary information for 
speeding the call on its way and for billing and pro tecting 
the revenue interests of the company. This requires her full 
time interest and cooperation. 
An indirect interest in her position is afforded by 
her associations with fellow employees. This is not the same 
thing as is being interested in the job itself, but it is a 
derived interest. It has a positive value. A social life 
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inevitably grows in a business office which has its own tra-
ditions. Since the employee is there to do the work, it gets 
done under pleasant conditions. 
Under modern conditions in the telephone industry, 
every employee realizes and appreciates these facts; first 
that the employee is serving the public, and second that the 
public has to depend on the integrity of the employee's co-
operation and efficiency. At all times, the public is depend-
ing upon the accuracy of their work. This fact has been 
dramatized to employees to such a degree that they understand 
the importance of their work. Their honor has been appealed 
to since this is a most cogent factor conducive to efficient 
work. Finally, there is hardly a better appeal which arouses 
the employee's interest than the appeal to render honorable 
and efficient service to the people they serve. 
Another contributing factor deserving consideration 
is the introduction of tecbnological changes, many beyond the 
comprehension of ·the average employee. There is hardly suf-
ficient time in the course of a day to acquaint the employee 
with developments, changes, and new plans. Undoub tedly man-
a g ement in concentrating its attention on efficient operation, 
and financial problems, honestly feels that the employees, 
too, understand the transition through which the business is 
passing, and believing it to be for their own interests, en-
dorse the moves being made. As a result, every employee is a 
recipient of more reasonable working hours, better and safer 
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working conditions, and personal security p lans, designed to 
reduce the worries of old age, loss of employment, and in-
creased levels of pay. These are but a few examples of the 
direct achievements of the telephone company. These bene-
fits have been instrumental in obtaining employee cooperation. 
There is hardly any doubt that these accomplishments are rec-
ognized and appreciated by the employees. In the telephone 
industry there has always existed a spirit of cooperation, a 
desire to learn and under s t and on both t he part of manag ement 
and pe rsonne l, so that there exists a closer relationship in 
working out the solutions to future problems. 
B. Personnel Turnover 
Personnel mobility is of t wo k inds-movement 
i nto and out of the company, and shifting of emp loyees 
within t h e organization. The former is ulabor turn-
over11, and the latter is a similar manifestation on 
a sma ller scale.* 
It is the f unction of the centralized employment 
office of the telephone company to hire systematically, to 
tran s f er wisely, and to discharge considerately. The com-
pany has set up adequate records to d etermine the causes of 
turnover. To analyze them and find the significance of the 
inf ormation afforded is more diff icult. Sound personnel 
policies and procedures are the prime basis for reduction 
in turnover rates. The exit interview has also presented 
criteria fo r reductions in turnover. The compa ny has parti-
cularly been studying the se paration rate of new empl oyees 
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to determine the causes for separation to prevent future re-
occurrences. 
Turnover is of important significance in itself. 
Nl 
Although some turnover is inevitable, the company is constant-
ly seeking to reduce it. However, a small amount is some-
times conducive to bring in new ideas and blood. The company 
can be said to be progressive since the greatest percentage of 
terminations are older employees who are replaced by younger 
employees. Morale has improved too since the telephone com-
pany has practiced the policy of advancing employees from 
within to fill these vacancies. 
The simplest measure of labor turnover is defined 
by the United States Department of Labor, Bureau o f Labor 
Statistics. ttit is the number of separations and accessions 
per month per one hundred employees."* Separation includes 
all quits, layoffs, and discharges. Layoffs during the 1946-
1950 period in the telephone company have practically been 
negligible. Figure VII will reveal the total losses and acces-
sions of female personnel from 1946 to 1950. The total employ-
ment is the number of female employees on the company records 
during this period. During the early part of 1946, the acces-
sion rate was particularly high due to the fact that the employ-
ees had been working a six day week. The company, in reverting 
to its previous policy of working a five day week following 
World War II, was obliged to hire additional personnel . The 
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separation rate in Figure VII was particularly high in 1949, 
since this represents f emale personnel married during World 
War II who were terminated. These statistics are intended 
to give the trend of accessions and separations in the com-
pany since the end of World War II. 
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The company in order to reduce turnover rates has 
had to research the causes of labor turnover. Probably the 
most important indicator of poor employee relations, and one 
of its most costly consequences, is labor turnover. Absentee-
ism, reduces efficiency, and grievances are symptoms of labor 
tt~nover. When the symptoms of dissatisfaction thrive, then 
turnover results. 
To learn why high labor turnover exists, and in an 
attempt to salvage employees who leave without comment, the 
company has had to rely to a great extent on the exit inter-
view. The percentage of employees 11 saved 11 in this way is 
relatively low, principally because they have reached the 
point where they feel so strong about a situation that it is 
difficult to change their thinking. The time to think about 
preventing a termination is before the dissatisfaction be-
comes greater in the mind of the employee than the job. A 
brief review of the employee's reasons for termination is re-
vealed by an analysis of t h e exit interview. These reasons 
are listed in rank order of occurr•ence. 
l. To be married. 
2. To take up home duties. 
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3. Return to school 
4. Leaving the City 
5. Disability 
6. Employment reasons 
7. Reasons not obtained 
8. Unsatisfactory attendance 
9. Unsatisfactory work 
10. Layoffs 
11. Transferred 
12. Retired 
13. Deceased 
14. Military 
To sunwarize the problem of labor turnover, it is understood 
that it is costly. Permitting the employee to tell manage-
ment what she thinks about her job and company, and what 
changes or improvements ought to be made is of material im-
portance in reducing turnover. Hence, the suggestion system 
is valuable for it becomes a medium of expression for both 
management and the employee. If employee dissatisfaction 
breeds upon misinformation or lack of information vital to 
her security, contacts such as these help to reduce one of 
the results of dissatisfaction, namely, labor turnover. It 
is quite clear that the suggestion system employed in the 
telephone company helps develop better employee relations 
and thereby reduces labor turnover. 
It is true, except where abnormal war conditions 
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have disrupted local labor conditions, that the centralized 
employment office, under the jurisdiction of its trained per-
sonnel, has brought about a marked reduction in labor turn-
over. Labor turnover today seems to occupy a more important 
place than ever before. The employment department is seeing 
turnover for what it really is--a gauge upon the success of 
the company's policies. As an approximation it is useful, 
and the more accurate it can be, the better. However, the 
real interest of the employment manager today is in those 
elements of positive personnel procedure, and in methods of 
enlisting employee interest and cooperation, as an effective 
means of reducing labor turnover. 
C. Job Satisfaction 
First, it is necessary to define what is meant by 
the terminology, "job satisfaction." Whether it is ge neral 
or specific, an employee is aware of the fact that her po-
sition has something to do with satisfaction. nrt is any 
combination of psychological, physiological, and environ-
mental circumstances that causes an employee to truthfully 
say, "I am satisfied with my job.u* 
To state that job satisfaction and interest are not 
identical is apparent from the fact that an employee may be 
deeply interested in her work, but dissatisfied with her job 
for any number of reasons such as hours of work, salary, lack 
.;<-1 4 , p. 47 
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of proper supervision, or work environment. 
There are degrees of satisfaction. Complete satis-
faction of an employee in her work assignment is almost im-
possible. Whether or not an employee finds her position 
sufficiently satisfactory to enable her to perform the work 
in an efficient manner and to continue in it, either permanent-
ly or until she has prepared herself for great responsibilities 
is a matter of concern to the employer and employee. The pro-
blem is implicated by the variable nature of what is meant 
by the word satisfaction. Indeed, there can be no such con-
dition as job satisfaction independent of the other satisfac-
tions in an employee's life. Family relationship, health, 
relative social standing in the community, and a number of 
other factors are almost as important as the job itself in 
determining what we would tentatively choose to call satis-
faction. 
An employee may be satisfied with one phase of her 
work and dissatisfied with another. The degree of satisfac-
tion can also vary from day to day. 
wholly satisfied with her position. 
An employee may never be 
In spite of this fact we 
find a majority of the employees of the telephone company are 
contented enough to remain in one position year after year 
and are perfectly satisfied. The company has an exceptionally 
fine r -ecord of long service employees. It is to be expected 
that occasionally an employee will be found to be dissatisfied 
with some phase of her position, but the fundamental cause for 
this dissatisfaction is often found to be extraneous to the 
position itself. 
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It is therefore necessary to discuss some of the 
causes of dissatisfaction. The cause of anything sp com-
plex as human emotion is likely to be recognized only after 
prolonged research. One of the best ways to determine job 
dissatisfaction is to observe the distinguishing factors be-
tween a satisfied and a dissatisfied employee. The first of 
them is to know the way the employee responds to an unpleas-
ant situation. In every aspect of life on and off the job, 
we find a contrast in the way an employee reacts to disap-
pointment. Tgis tendency to react favorably or unfavorably 
is as complex as human behavior, and is determined by a 
number of influences. The elements which are mentioned as 
sources of satisfaction or dissatisfaction by an employee 
will therefore depend on the job and the conditions under 
which the employee is working. 
Dissatisfaction can never be entirely eliminated 
even by the most diligent managerial effort. Some of the 
benefits which employees consider most important such as the 
physical nature of the job and its interesting or uninterest-
ing characteristics are largely beyond the control of manage-
ment. In contrast to the dissatisfied employee there are 
those employees who in general are well contented, well ad-
justed individuals. They enjoy their work, they enjoy life. 
Reliability and control are also important factors, 
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since the employee does not desire to be subjected to close 
supervision. The employee rather desires to be able to ex-
press an opinion and to offer suggestions. We saw in t h e 
previous subdivision that the telephone company a ppreciates 
an employee expressing an opinion and offering suggestions. 
The employee's satisfaction with her job is affected by 
whether or not there is equitable treatment for all employ-
ees. The employee desires an equitable system, one which is 
based on definite standards which eliminates a great deal of 
uncertainty about the future. If these uncertainties should 
ex ist the employee is interested in removing them since they 
reduce her peace of mind and impair her morale. The extent 
to which the job is intrinsically interesting to the emp loy-
ee is an important factor influencing job satisfaction. 
Every day relations with fellow employees and super-
vision appear repeatedly to be contributing factors in satis-
faction. The desire to be respected by others, and the wish 
to merit the respect of oneself, are among the strongest of 
the influences that play upon human conduct. Reductions in 
labor turnover indicate that much dissatisfaction can be re-
lieved b y a better adjustment of the work to the ability of 
the worker. The employment department has experienced in- · 
stances in which reasonable contentment replaced intense 
dissatisfaction after the employee found work that was more 
in harmony with her capacities and interests. However, to 
assume that every dissatisfied employee can attain satisfac-
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tion merely by changing her job would of course be to take 
an absurdly superficial view of human nature and human con-
duct--as absurd as to ignore abilities, interests, and the 
need for proper training in seeking to affect a readjustment. 
Employees' wages also plan an important role in 
guaranteeing satisfaction. It is the means by which an 
employee supports herself. Equally important, however, it 
is an element which predominates in the mind of the employee 
who desires to know whether she is being treated fairly, and 
how equitable is the system to which she is subjected. The 
salary o f t e lephone operators and clerical workers have been 
established by job evaluation. Under this system there is 
equitable treatment, for every position has been evaluated 
and salary inequities have been eliminated . Under the eval-
uation system, the study is concerned with positions only, 
and not with the persons holding the jobs. It is an objec-
tive study of the functions of each job. It does not con-
sider the personal qualities of the individual. As a result, 
t h e wage level of the telephone company has been an influenc-
ing factor on the c ompany's ability to attract and retain 
employees. 
Finally, there is the quest for security, economic 
and social. The employee often feels that if she could only 
be sure of a steady job, and steady income, that she would be 
happy. Security is an important factor, a tremendous one in 
its effect upo n job satisfaction, but the real det erminant 
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is the security that the employee feels rather than the se-
c urity which actually exists . 
In summation, departments in which unsatisfactory 
relations exist between the supervisor and the employees can 
be loc~ted. Likewise, if company policies are not satisfac-
tory they can be identified. The observance of employee 
reaction has become a powerful tool of management in the pre-
vention of future industrial relations problems. 
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VII SUMMARY 
In summation, what are the responsibilities that 
are administered by the Personnel Department? The first 
step is to obtain adequate and qualified personnel for the 
company. It is commonly termed the 11 Employment 11 function. 
Its success is consequently dependent upon the careful and 
intellig ent administration that is exercised in its procure-
ment. The most important employment practice in securing 
personnel is to establish and maintain cooperative, f riendly, 
and intelligent relations with the source of employees. 
Having established an effective relationship with 
the various sources of potential employees, the next functions 
are ttRecruitment and Selectionu. In connection with the sat-
isfactory handling of these functions is the factor of nlook-
ing ahead11 or or ganizational planning so that the Personnel 
Department has a knowledge of the required number of em-
ployees needed, their experience, ability and training. In-
volved in a satisfactory handling of this function is to know 
when the new employees will be required so that sufficient 
time is allowed for careful selection and training. 
The third function is the placement of employees. 
The employee having been interviewed, tested, and selected, 
must now be placed in the correct position in the company. 
Unless this is accomplished, the employee will be unhappy and 
a high turnover rate will result. Proper initial placement 
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is co nsequently worthy of very serious consideration. 
Induction, also an important element of the employ-
ment function, covers the following topics, the first of 
which is the employee's introduction to the company. The per-
sonnel interviewer has compiled information pertaining to 
the employee's background, education, interests, hobbies, and 
work experience. Consequently, the employee is entitled to 
know something about the company. What is the history of the 
organization? What are its employment policies? What are the 
objectives of the company? What gr owth and development has 
the company made~ ~Vha~ are the principles by which it has 
been motivated? These points are adequately explained to the 
employee by the personnel interviewer of the tele phone com-
pany prior to employment and were discussed in the first 
chapter of the thesis. This practice has consequently arous-
ed the employee 1 s interest, enthusiasm, and unders.tanding. It 
makes the employee feel as though she is a part of the company 
at the very outset. 
A vigilant watch must always be kept on the employee 
morale. This is accomplished by obtaining employee reaction 
to personnel policies and practices. This will tell 11 how good" 
or 11 how bad" the employee feels. These reactions though, will 
fail to reveal the cause. They do not indicate to management 
how to influence tmdesirable attitudes, Since the telephone 
company has established their personnel policies in writing, 
the employee is assured that every policy has been thought 
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throug h, and that it is common knowledge. 
Labor turnover is also a function of proper selec-
tion, training, and morale. It is a g ood index of the per-
formance of the Personnel Department, and is a g auge upon 
the success of its policies. It is also important to con-
sider hiring and training costs in the light of labor turn-
over fi gures. The answers to the following questions will 
h elp the Personnel Department in determining what condit-
ions in the company can be improved in reducing labor turn-
over. First , why is the separation rate high? Second, why 
is the separation rate high in a particular department? 
Third, what are the causes for the high rate of l abor turn-
ov er? Even when management learns the reasons for the turn-
over, there is hardly a single solution to correct the con-
dition. However, over a period of time, labor turnover can 
be reduced by working to prevent its caus es. 11 A consistent 
application of the personnel point o f view throughout the 
organization provides for employees, the genuine satisfac-
tions of membership in effective work teams and in a respect-
ed org anization."* 
Experience ind icates that employee cooperation is 
not the only factor necessary for the success of the employee 
and the company. There must be supervisory cooperation, union 
coo peration, and discipline to overcome opposition. All are 
essential factors to the achievement of a successful personnel 
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program. In attaining employee cooperation, satisfaction, 
and sympathetic understanding, a day to day educational 
program is essential . 
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